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How do you choose bcrwee n th e IC- 40 and th e IC-40G portahle C B radi os? The IC -40 is reli ahl e, durable, simpl e [() usc.
Yo u just set it and forge t it. The IC-40G, on the o ther hand , is a sophisti ca ted sta te of the art transcei ve r. It has num erous fun cti ons,
me mory channel s, aUrnSGlIl , du ,li watch . Th e IC- 40 has bee n around for man y years and has rece ntl y bee n hrought back hy popul ar
de mand. The IC- 40G has Ints of huttons (or you to press, while the IC-40 has two ' traditi onal ' thumhwh ee l switches. Na tura ll y since
hoth are manufac tured hy icom , th ey co n(nrm to th e sa me incredihl y high stand ards. So go ah ead , you fi gure it out . O f course, to
h e lp you dec ide you ca n te, t dri ve hoth mode ls at any of our amhor i:ed dea lers, or ca ll to ll free on (008 ) 3389 15 for a brochure.
(The IC-40CJ comes with a cho ice of a 5W o utput (BP7) ba tte ry or long life (C M96 ) ha ttery).
leom Australia 7 Duke Street Windsor Victoria 3181

Telephone (03 ) 529 7582

Fac simile: (03) 5298485

A.C.N . 006 092575
Ll BROWN AOVERTISING 4507

DEADLINE

Skysaiior

15th of the month (for the following month's Issue!)
for contributions, market place, etc. Market plaoe is
free to fiw!rui!!I. members - please quote your number otherwise a charge of $5 per ad is applicable.

Official Publication Of The Hang
Gliding Federation of Australia

S

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service
to members. For non-members living in
Australia the sUbscriptio n is Aus . $50 pa. Overseas
magazine sUbscription is Aus . $65 (sent Economy
Air), Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles , photographs
and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor reserves the right to e dit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contri butions should be accompanied by the
contributor 's name, address and HGFA number for
verification purposes.
Neither HG FA nor the editor assume responsibility
for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contri bution.

SKYSAILOR CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401, ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best cover photo
sent in. It can be a black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested. Please supply
a stamped , self addressed envelope for their return.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor. All ads
must be paid in advance. Layout, separations and extra
work incur addi tiona I cost

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals,

short term memberships, rating forms and other ad ministrative matters should be sent to: HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRAUA
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Ian Jarman
POBox 558
lUMUT NSW 27W
Tel (069) 472 888, FxJAH Answer Machine 069 474328
PRESIDENT: Andrew Humphries
093816053 , 018917537
OPERATIONS MANAGER
Craig Worth
Mobile: 018 657419
Ph/Fx 065 592713
For information about site ratings, sites and other local
matters, contact tbe appropriate state
association/region or cI ub.
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel
Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling
Sec. Ian Duncan
Treas. Glenn Salmon
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Gary Lilley
(06) 2925302
Pres. Phil Robinson
018625181
SSO. Peter Muffet
062927701

(042) 971923
029131294
029189962
029180091
Sth Qld
POBox 149
Kenmore Q 4069
Pres. Tony Giammichele
073584101
Sec/pR James Christensen,
072026342H
07 8642788 W

Nth Qld:12 VanEldik Av
Andergrove Q 4740
Pres. Dave Lamont
079461157
Sec{frs: ROD Huxhagen
(079) 552913

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Pres Danoy Byrne
(09) 4449920 H
093167628W

VlcHGA
POBox 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Twomey
(03) 3972612 H

TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres
West Launceston 7250
Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H

SAlIGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 29775323

PGConvenor
Stuart Andrews
PO Box 9
Tooma NSW 2642
(069) 484461

Trike Committee members:
Kevin Magennis, Convener, 018 181071
Johanne Pamiczky, Sec, Newcastle, Ph 049 307895
Paul Mollison, Certification, Newcastle 049 570216
Neville Hoger, Registration, Mackay 079 577142
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042 941031 ph/fx/tam
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HGFAMerchandise
Support your sport!

$19.95
9.00
6.95
5.95
4.00
2.00
2.95
5.00
40.00

Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back
Cap
Coffee mug
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
Metal Lapel Badge
Car sti ckers
Embroidered badge
Full Colour 1992/93 HGFA calendar
HGFA windsocks, multicoloured with HGFA logo

*** Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices ***
Please add

$2.50

pp for all orders or

$7.00

pp if order includes book and

$3.05

pp for calendars

HGFA, PO Box 558, TumutNSW 2720, Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery
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CLUBS
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Nev Akers
070512438 W
GenyGerus
070341451
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Bron Ahem
079262237
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club
Pres. Nick Dillane
075991363
Sec. Gordon Bieske
075435505
SSO.KenHill
075435631
Gladstone HG Club
31 WilsonSt
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
079722477
018770912
Sec. Dave Kennedy
079781329
Sunshine Coast HG Club
(Qld)
Sec. Robert Keen
074455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
074821664
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc Inc
Pres Brad Cooper
077792853
Vice-Pres Grabam Beplate
077732913
Sec R.obin Dawson
077 819182 H
077819432 W

063791310

Craig Phillips
077799299
Gary Rogers
077792645
WhItsundays HG CL
Pres. Greg Gunning
079598445
Sec. Ron Huxhagen
079552913
Treas. John Fielder
079577212
SSO. Niel Scobie
079591329
New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club Inc
Pres Greg McHugh
066 877024
Sec. Shirley Lake
066858147
SSO. Peter Aitken
c/- 066 853178
meet 1st Wed ea month
Central Coast HG Club
(NSW)
Pres Alf Piper
043631278
Sec Bob Bentley
043320096
2nd Wed Tuggerab Lakes
MemClub
Central West HG Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Christian Flyers
lanLobb
Stanwell Park
042941656
Cudgegong Valley HG
Club
Sec. Mark Cafe
063791310
SSO. Bruce Barcham

Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065558091
065545700W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416
IIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Illawarra
Yacbt Club 1st Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pro Anne McRitchie
064576041
Sec. Allan Lebepuu
018484123
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064 567171
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. NticbaelShyne
027243405
SSO. Nigel Felton
026280379
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scon
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
049261829

018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213800W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO. Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches HG
Club Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715
Sec: Ian Duncan
029189962
SSO. Forrest Park
029972238
Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Andrew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Norland
042943094
SSO. Keiran Tapsell
042942645
meet7.30pm 1st Sun
ea month Helensburgb
Workers' Club
Sydney HG Club
Pres Clive Gilmour
042941261
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484
Sydney PG Club
Pres Tim Gearing
026321634
Sec & SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
Tamworth/Manilla HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
018416258
Richard Riley
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272

HGClub
Pres Glen Thompson
063531239
Sec. Lucas Tribey
047871480

Sky High PG Club
Pres. Ken Mitchelhill
038879173 ah
03 2882480 bh
Sec. Christine Danger
054 283185 ah
1st Wed Retreat Hot
226 Nicholson St
Abbotsford
Western Australia

Victoria
Eastern HG Club
Peter Ba tchelor
037353095
Andrew Philips
037580091 AH meet3rd
Wed Olinda Hotel Main
St, Lilydale (n. rail line)

Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Jonathan Back
093418328 H
093817094W
Sec Mark Thompson
093673263 H
094917642W

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO John Adams
057572945
Sec John Schilling
057522694
Treas & PG Geoff White
057562255
VHGA rep Peter Roper
037435365
Southern HG Club
Pres. Russell Dobson
035445658 1st Tues
Ancbor & Hope Tav
Church St Richm~nd
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Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069 47 2888, Fx: 069 474328
Assisted by the Australian Spor1s Commission
office use only

Membership Application
Name:

PhoneHm

. . . . . . . Address:
Occupation:

State:

Wk

Sex: M/F

. Postcode:
Birthdate:

Payment Details: $

Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa

Expiry Date:

Card #:

Signature:
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HGFASchedule oCFees

$15

$125
$115
$135
$20
$50
$25
$45
$45

Trial/lnstructiooal Flight(1lF)
7 Days total available througtl instructors only

$50
$65
$95
$5
$15
$10
$5

(12issues)'Skysailor" Subscriptioo (Noofly)

12 months (FUlL) Membership
(Nth·NSW) 12 mths RiLL Membership
(SA) 12 mths fULL membership

PHG Pilots Operational Levy
Additional family Member (12 mootbs)
Rejoining Administratioo Fee
Short Term Membership (4 mootbs)
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 montbs)

Overseas (sent SAL)
Overseas (Sent Ail11lail)
fAI ucence

PHG Ops Manual
COI1lp5 Manual
Tow Manuals

SKYSAILOR

Another issue and Christmas just around wi th
the corner. With it comes the extra rush of social
activities and competitions. If you party into the
night, think twice about flying the next day. It is
well recorded that reflexes and judgement can
be diminished for anything up to 72 hours after
alcohol intake.
Also I must thank all those club officials who
have advised corrections or additions to the club
list on page 4. The list can only remain current
with your input.
The competition season is now underway but
has been plagued by conditions that has varied
from average to terrible as Australian weather
patterns remain unpredictable. Unfortunately
there has also been a couple of accidents; wishes
for a speedy recovery go to those pilots.
The Women's Flyin at Canungra was quite a
pleasant 3 day affair, with the second day offering excellent conditions. With pilots already
practising for the Canungra Classic there were
hang gliders climbing towards base between
Tamborine, Canungra and Beaudesert.1 believe

the 25 female participants quite enjoyed the
camaraderie of the gathering. One lady commented that it was a pleasant change to be 'one
of the girls'! I also noted that some of the girls
underestimate their skills. Have confidence
ladies and enjoy your flying! I am looking forward to the next f1y-i n. Thank you Helen and all
who made it possible.
Last month Craig commented on the accident
statistics, and while the intermediate pilots can
feel smug that their accident numbers are half
those of advanced pilots and a third of novice
accidents, I suspect tha t some of the' advanced'
accidents may have been by pilots who gained
their next rating with the bare minimum of experience. Too often I hear a pilot saying, "I've
only got to get another x hours to do and I can
get my next rating. Why the rush? Takeoffs,
landings and knowledge make one a better pilot,
not huge chunks of airtime floating on a smooth
breeze. Quality, not quantity; think about it.
See you in the air!
Marie}

NOTICE TO PILOTS INTENDING TO FLY
These requirements are meant to help us all fly safely, but nothing beats local advice on the day. If you need advice on
the hill don't hesitate to speak to one of the local safety officers or duty pilots - look for the red caps!
..

You must be a current financial member of the HGFA and bring your membership card, record of qualifications
and logbook. If you can't present these on request, you won ' t fly.

..

Stan well Park is an INTERMEDIATE rated site

..

WEEKDA YS novice pilots may fly only if:

..

..
..

.,/

their instructor has SIGNED a statement in their logbook indicating that they are capable of flying at
Stanwell with the advice of a Safety Officer; and

.,/

they speak to a SAFETY OFFICER before flying to determine whether conditions are suitable, and to
get advice on how to fly the site safely

WEEKENDS and PUBLIC HOLIDAYS some novice pilots may fly, but only if:
.,/

their instructor is present to advise them before flying; and

.,/

their instructor is satisfied that they can safely fly the site on the day

Do not fly within a 50 METRE RADIUS of all take off and top-landing areas when there is enough lift to fly
outside these areas
The only bOllom-landing area is next to and seaward of the northern lagoon. Pilots must be able to land in this
small area.
Thank you for your cooperation

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding Club
November 1993
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numbers from the clubs section in Skysailor, I
left home.
At each of the three places I stopped I rang the
club and received nothing but a very warm welcome and advice freel y given. Because of this I
am writing to say thanks to Lee Scott, Shirley
Lake and Dave Cookman. Their assistance and
enthusiasm helped make a great holiday even
better.
Thanks guys.
No Approval
Lawry
Goodwin, 80286
Dear Marie
No
Conflict
I would like to express my concern about trike
Dear Editor and readers
instructors from interstate and other areas comI am a novice pilot and jellyfish owner and fly
ing to Noosa and using my teaching facility
the Northern Beaches and usually fly Long Reef.
without seeking my approval.
I am fortunate that I have not experienced any
Not only is this practice unethical but also
of the conflict between pilots as I have read in
jeopardises a very delicate situation with the
Skysailor. In fact I have found the hang glider
landowner, local council and also two years of
pilots to be helpful and willing to share their
negotiation by myself to use the area as a teachexperience
and knowledge and assistance if ever
ing facility for powered hang gliders .
it
was
required
.
I would remind all instructors that a satellite
I
have
been
involved
in many sports and if the
facility approval from HGFA is required before
paraglider and hang glider pilots I have enconducting flight training at any airfield other
countered are an example of most pilots then we
than their approved strip.
all should feel fortunate to be involved with this
Bob Silver, CFI, Skybound
sport. After all, we are both in search of the same
From a happy traveUer
thing (to enjoy safe airtime) and if pilots are
Dear Marie
prepared to share knowledge and airspace, this
I have just returned home after spending two
can only benefit the sport.
weeks on holidays. I am from Warrnambool in
As for Adam Hunt's cartoon, I and other
Victoria and went up the coast as far as Rai nbow
para
glider pilots I have spoken to enjoyed them
Beach planning to do a bit of flying there and on
and we took them in the humorous manner in
the way. I am a novice. So, armed with the phone
which I'm sure they
were meant. I hope my
cartoons, if published,
are taken in the same
way as they are not
meant to offend, but to
show that jellyfish have
a sense of humour too.
Home of the 1993 National Hang Gliding
Thanks for your help
& Para Gliding Competitions
and see you on the hill.
and the
Ian Hunler
Mt.Cole Challenge
Safety and Helmet
Hang Gliding Trophy
Stickers
(25km triangle course)
Dear Marie
Mt.Cole Challenge
Having just witnessed
Para Gliding Trophy
what I consider a stupid
(distance event)
take-off, I asked one of
Dynamic Flight Hang
the wire-assistants if
(Competition
for
eith
er
Hnn
g
Gliding
Gliding School
the pilot was insured,
or Pnrn Gliding Chall enge Illny he
instructor Rohan
co ndu cted nt any tim e during th e yenr)
and was greeted with a
Holtkamp lives &
rude and insulting
operates locally.
reply, the gist of the
answer being "yes". I
enquired as to why the
pilot wore no helmet
rego sticker nor numAccommodation available:
bers, onl y to be told tha t
Motel, hotels, caravan parks,
he didn't have to. Is this
camping, bed & breakfast.
so? Checking memberCompetition accommodation at
ship cards is fine by me,
Raglan Recreation Reserve
but surely it would be a
(with power, hot & cold showers)
good idea ALSO to
make stickers compulEnquiries: Phone (053) 49 2845
sory? (Ed 's note: lIel-

Come fly w-ith us

MT. COLE, BEAUFORT,
Victoria
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met stickers are not compulsory, although it is
only reasonable that a pilot should expect to be
asked financial status if not wearing one. A pilot
with a visible helmet sticker is less likely to be
checked by safety officers.,)
For those of us who are neither safety officers,
nor presumptuous enough to ask to see a card,
yet still concerned with safety issues - it would
at least save embarrassment, if not lives.
Thepilotin question tookoffin 45 mph winds
at Stanwell, in prone, with his legs zipped into
his harness. The pilot after him, blew backwards
and needed his legs to land on. Lucky HE didn ' t
zip them in.
I can't speak for the rest of you, but I also use
the numbers on other people's helmets to work
out if they are newcomers or "elders", before I
bother them with my concerns for their safety.
Perhaps a better scheme (coloured endorsements/grading helmet stickers) could be implemented?
Chris Drake
P.S. If AUS pilot insurance covers us in NZ,
but not the other way around, perhaps the HGFA
could persuade our insurance company to insure
the NZ pilots in NZ, and ditch whatever company the NZ's use now?
Changing Disciplines
Dear Marie
It is with regret that I wish to officially resign
from the Association as I am joining the AUF. I
would like to express my thanks and appreciation to all members of the executive for the job
they have done over the past five years. In the
little contact I have had with them I have found
them to be very helpful . I only hope the AUF is
half as good .
Yours faithfully
Julian Nolt, 44951
Long Distance Driving
Dear Editor
I had the misfortune to be in a truck accident
while travelling as a relief driver to Cairns to
help with the competitions. I was put in hospital
in Gladstone for a week's holiday, if you could
call it that. The reason for this accident was the
driver (not me) fell asleep at the wheel through
shear driver's fatigue and we slammed into a
bank. I had the luck to come out of it with hardly
a scratch but the driver broke his neck.
Now the moral of this story is that there is a
lot of us, including myself, who have driven too
far without a break on our way to competitions
whi Ie in a hurry to get a practice day in
beforehand.
While in hospital I had plenty of time to think
of the times when I have driven up wishing I had
matchsticks in my eyes to hold them open . I, for
one, will be making a break in the journey to
make sure I get there in one piece. The driver I
accompanied drove from Brisbane to Rockhampton where I was to take over, but he went
to a party the night before and had had no sleep
so he was already tired.
Are we guilty of this? Of cou rse, we are. Take
breaks <llong the way <lnd I will see you safe at

SKYSAILOR

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club Inc

Christmas Party 1993
Dixon Park Surf Lifesaving Club Saturday 18th December at 7:30ish

the Gillies, Eungella and Canungra in 1994.
I would Ii ke to thank the Gladstone cl ub members for the visits which cheered me up a long
way from horne. Steve, Sandy, Little John and
others. Thank you Sandy for the goodies you
brought me; much appreciated.
SunshineAlf
P.S. See you all next at the Rainbow Beach
comps.
Reviews Required
Dear Editor
I was thinking recently about an idea that would
benefit all readers of Skysailor and decided to

write to you. Wouldn't it be great if Skysailor
could arrange for assessments and reviews of the
extensive array of hang gliding, paragliding and
ultralight eq uipment available on the market?
In all the years I have subscribed to Skysailor,
I have never seen an objective and comprehensive review of equipment in an article designed
to help the reader consider the choices avai lable.
Have I missed something?
Almost every other specialist sporting
magazine is filled with reviews of equipment
and usually forms a regular part of their content.
Should our magazine be any different?
Atthe moment all we can read is the manufacturers advertisements and talk to other flyers or
dealers. Whata greatserviceSkysailorwould be
providing if you could arrange to have top pilots
who a ren't aligned to a manufacturer giving the
readers a full review of things such as performance, design, certification standards and so on.

I look forward to this request receiving
popular s upport from other flyers, manufacturers, dealers and the HGFA.
Yours faithfully
Michael Thorn, 62602
Ed's note: OK, readers, do we have any aspiring writers/journalists out there who would like
to contribute articles on the topics Michael has
suggested? Or has anyone ideas on how to
encoumge people to write such articles?! Ifyou
are keen to draft an article but don't feel too
confident with your writing skills, I can help
edit/re-write/organise your material. I'm keen
to publish such reviews, so put pen to paper, or
give me a call!
Michael, it may be that we have a limited pool
of talent (2600 members, many of whom are
already doing too much) from which to draw
compared with some other countries and sports,
but let's remain optimistic. ..

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ IIHang Cheque $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
ll

Introducing "Hang Cheque" Computer Classified Advertising
The fastest way to buy and sell gliding gear Australia wide
• Hang glider$ • Paraglider$ • Trike$ • Vario$ • Harne$$e$ • ParachuteS •
• Instrument$ • Radio$ • Plane$ • Train$ • Automobile$ • Anything •
To Buy using "Hang Cheque" just phone our office between 5 pm - 9 pm weeknights. We can run a Quick Search to
locate the gear you want to buy, and put you in contact with the owner. If we haven't got it listed, your details go into the
computer and should it become available, you'll be the first to know. You can also order Customised Printout with
information sorted in a way to suit you e.g. by glider models, pilot rating , price range and regional. Or we can search in
a particular colour scheme if you want; any format is possible. Ustings are updated every week during the flying season
and fortnightly the rest of the year.
To Advertise just write as much information about the gear you wish to sell, along with your contact information, post or
fax it to "Hang Cheque" . The quicker we get it, the sooner it's converted to CASH.

Remember, your listing stays current until the item is sold,
As an introductory offer, individuals can advertise as much gear as they can write on 1 page for only $12.00.
Several instructors, agents and manufacturers are already reducing their expensive stock level and using" Hang Cheque"
computer listing to give their customers an even greater selection to choose from.

We will accept Cheque, Postal Order, Mastercard, Bankcard, Visa.
Trade account details available on request.

Make cheques payable to: "Hang Cheque PO Box 2131 Taren Point NSW 2229
Contact Sandy and Dave (Pizza) Evans
Ph 02 5405950
Fax 02 5240650
II

Pazjoy Pty Ltd ACN 010 723 332 Trading as 'Hang Cheque'

November 1993
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Trophies will be awarded in the three grades with a few special prizes also.
Contact: Ron Rimkus 074821664 after 6 pm and before 9 pm

Bogong CUp 1994
28 December 1993 to 5 January 1994
Contact and entries to Bob Daley, C/- RMB 1575, Milawa Vic3678, phone
057222992 or 279421

New Zealand Hang Gliding Nationals
1993/94 Victorian Cross Country League
Dates: 1/4/93 to 31/3/94.
Any queries may be directed to: Wesley Hill, VHGA Inc. Competition
Director PO Box 400, Prahran, 3181

Not The Victorian Paragliding Open
Saturday 30 October to Tuesday 2 November 1993 (Melbourne Cup
weekend), Bright, North-eastern Victoria
Contact Ken Mitchelhill 032882480 w or 038879173 h.

1993 Victorian Spring Hang Gliding Championships
Dates and locations: 30 & 31 October & 1 & 2 November 1993 at Mt
EmulTawonga Gap/Mt Buffalo (HQ at Bogong Hotel, Tawonga)
13, 14, 20 & 21 November 1993 at Ben Nevis/Mt
Lonarch/Elmhurst/Sugarloaf (HQ at Raglan Recreation Reserve)

Rainbow Beach, Qld
28 December 1993
Novice, intermediate and advanced welcome
The event provides an opportunity for pilots to enjoy themselves in' a
friendly competition, and for less experienced pilots to improve their
flying skills by being in contact with advanced pilots .
Rainbow Beach is a large coastal site with 400' dunes and large landing
and launch areas. Height gains to 2()()() ' are possible.

Queenstown, 28 December 1993 to 7 January 1994
Contact Paul Chisnall, 118A Wynyard Cres, Queenstown, phone/fax 03
4426269, mobile 025 331741

1994 Corryong Cup
Dates: 8-11 January 1994 with 7 January as a flyin day. 12th & 13th aero
towing
Entry fee $30 includes FREE smorgasbord and drinks. Must be paid on 8
January 1994 by 9 am at the Court House Hotel.
Advanced rating or intermediate with logged inland experience. Must be
a member of HGFA.
Equipment: Altimeter, camera, freshly packed parachute, 1:250,000 map
of Tallangatta. NB: aero towing bridles for 12th and 13th.
Sponsored by: Enterprise Wings, Moyes Gliders, Active Air Sports,
Aerial Technics, Ultralight Flying Machines, Air Escape.
Entries will be limited to 50 pilots so please record your names with Glen
Conners 042 943701 or James Nathaniel 042971923.

Forbes Flatlands 1994
8-15 January 1994, 16 January - Presentation Day
Entry fee -$165; information bookJetsupplied with entry fee includes hints
and accommodation notes
Data back cameras may be required

Attention Hang Glider Pilots
ARP 5/92

o

"Carriage and Operation of Transponders" Summary.
Read paragraph titled "Transponders and VHF radio in Class E airspace"
"Gliders and hang gliders will also be expected to carry VHF radio above A050 and comply with the
requirements etc."
\

ICOM IC-A20 Mk II Special
»

Glenn Wilson of the Corryong Air Force has negotiated a special package deal to supply
ICOM A 20 Mk" VHF transceivers, at a special price, for two months.

»

Don't get caught with price rises. Consider that an A20 Mk " will cost less than .25 a
day over an eight year ownership.

»

Get the best. Use ICOM.

»

Your present ICOM Speaker Mic is compatible.

»

ICOM A20 Mk " is supplied with flex antenna, battery pack, wall charger, lighter cable,
belt clip and carrying case.

»

Full range of accessories available.

»

Shop for your best price and then ring Glenn. You will be surprised.
Bankcard, Mastercard, Visa

Phone 060 761333 all hours
November 1993
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All teams must be registered at least one week before comp starts to mow
adequate strips
Any person wishing to drive for a Flatlands team, ring and register
Entries: Lynne Giffin, 85 Lachlan St, Forbes NSW 2871, ph. 068523899,
fax 068 523481

New Zealand National Paragliding Championships
To be held in New Zealand's south island, 8-16 January 1994
Contact Roger Banks or Shaun Barry PO Box 432, Queenstown, New
Zealand, ph 64 3 4423457, fax 64 3 4426749

Mt Cole International XC Classic
The Mt Cole area is located 2 hours west of Melbourne on the Western
Highway. Sites facing all directions and surrounded by flatlands, makes it
an ideal location for XC flying. The '92 and '93 Paragliding Nationals
were held at that location and distances in excess of 85 kIDs were flown .
Dates: 16 - 23 January 1994
Program: Sunday 16 - official training
Monday 17 to Saturday 22 - competition
Saturday 22 - traditional evening party, includes band, food, drinks
Sunday 23 - results, prize giving
Sites: Ben Nevis W-NW, Sugarloaf N, Elmhurst SW-S-SE, Mt Lonarch
E-NE
Pilot rating: novice with thermal experience, intermediate, advanced
HQ: Raglan Hall
Scoring: in accordance with the HGFA paragliding XC League rules
Entry fees: $100 before 15th December then $120
Entry includes: transport from HQ to TO site and daily retrieve, comp
T-shirt, films, pilot's pack, Saturday night party including food, drinks and
band, and lots more!
Accommodation: The Raglan Reserve offers great camping facilities for
a small fee. It is next to the HQ where hot breakfast and take away food is
available. Hotels, motels and caravan park are also available in Beaufort,
the main town, 5 kIDs away.
Equipment: a recently re-packed reserve parachute, an altimeter, a UHF
radio and a data back camera (available at K-mart from $70) are compulsory.
Note: this is an AA rated comp and therefore carries valuable national
ladder points.
If you wish to enter, please send a cheque made to: Mt Cole International
Organiser, Melbourne Paragliding Centre, 27 Oberon Ave, East Hawthorn
Vic 3123, Ph/fax: 03 8824130 or 018103084

1994 Australian Open Hang Gliding Comp
19-27 January 1994 Inclusive
Location: North-east Victoria - Kiewa and Ovens Valleys
Registration fee of$125 to: Australian Hang Gliding Open, 2 Drummond
St, Tawonga Vic 3697
NB: Women's National trophies will be awarded according to placIngs.

DanielMorrison launching from Cerro Gordo,
Northern Chile
Enquiries: John Adams, phone 057572945, fax 057 571020

1994 Australian Paragliding Open
Corryong Victoria
Saturday 29th January to Sunday 6th February 1994
For further i nformation please contact Stuart Andrews on 069 484461, 069
484484 or 064 576223.

1994 Victorian Open Hang Gliding Championships
5 February to 13 February 1994
Contact: Wesley Hill, VHGA Competition Director, PO Box 400, Prahran
VIC 3181.

1994 Dalwallinu Open
(Incorporating WA State Championships)
February 26th - March. 6th
Contact: Andrew Humphries on (09) 381 6053 or Jonathan Back on (09)
3418328.

Second Birchip "Flatter Than the Flatlands" Easter
Towing Competition
Entry fee $40
Minimum of 4 pilots per team. Team entries accepted only
Contact or entries to: Warwick Duncan or Alan Beavis, 15 Clarinda Rd,
Essendon VIC 3040, phone 03 3372226

1994 Women's World Championships
Chelan, Washington, USA, 5-161uly 1994
For more information contact the meet organisers Dan Uchytil (206
4400998 or Larry Majchrzak on (509) 6823479 . ..

137and147
USHGMA Certified
Moyes Delta Gliders Pty Ltd, 173 Bronte Rd, Waverley NSW 2024 Australia. Tel: 023875622, Fax: 023874472
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Operations Manager's
Report

The excellent article in the September
Skysailor by the German sailplane pilot certainly makes one strongly consider our attitudes
toward flying safely. We must always fly to
survive. Flying past your mate, staying in the air
longer or winning a round in a oompetition
matters little if you have to risk your own or
anyone else's safety to do it. Please consider!
HGFAAffiUated Clubs
The HGFA executive has stipulated that all
clubs must become incorporated as a prerequisite to HGFA affiliation .
Whilst talking clubs, the Canungra club is
certainly setting an exampleas to how a club can
grow and prosper. They have an energetic and
forward thinking executive supported by many
willing volunteers. The club have arranged
events such as competitions, parachute deployment and repacking nights, and a mock rescue
on Mount Tamborine. This mock rescue was a
valuable exercise for both our pilots and the
local rescue services. The club meetings are a
real social event, they hire a hall at Canungra,
the girls put on a meal and the club sells drinks
to make the meeting enjoyable and raise money
for the club. Some of the more forward thinking
members are talking about building a licensed

club near one of their launches. They could sell
the wuffos a drink and a souvenir, raise some
money for the club and provide a social focus
for members. The two most used Canungra club
sites, Tamborine and Beechmont are popular
day trips from Brisbane and the Gold Coast, and
on most days hang gliders and paragliders
launching draw a large crowd of spectators.
Imagine a series of licensed Hang Gliding and
Paragl iding cl ubs across the nation: one on Stanwell Tops, one overlooking Bells Beach, Mount
Tamborine, Byron Bay, Merewether, Mt Buffalo, Dalwallinu, Adelaide, Hobart... We could
raise money through these clubs and drop our
membership fees back to a token amount. The
public would consider us a responsible bunch
and seek us out to fly their mountains, the media
would be eager to come and oover our events ...
wake up Worthy, you're dreaming again!!
Landings
Back to the real world, further to my ravings last
month in regard to accidents (the majority of
which occur whilst landing), I must say that in
my recent travels I have seen an alarming number of hang glider pilots with Advanced Certificates having great difficulty getting back on
mother earth. It is hard to say exactly why,
whether it is poor habits from early training or
other factors. I suspect that many pilots either do
not ooncentrate intertly enough on their landings or are unable to feel out the stall point of
their glider. I have also seen a number of pilots
set up their final approach and fly in far too
slowly, so that if a wind gradient is present the
pilot does not have sufficient speed to enable an
appropriate round-out and flare. I suggest that if
. you are having trouble with your landings you
should seek advice from an instructor and
strongly consider attaching wheels to your base
-bar, no matter what your experience level.

Towing Manual
The HGFA Towing Guidelines are currently
bei ng amended as foil ows: three string releases
are not recommended (they have been known to
twist upand fail to release) . If you insist on using
such a release, ensure that you incorporate a
swivel to prevent the release from twisting up
(shark swivels available from fishing tackle
shops are suitable). Wingtech in Newcastle are
marketing a lightweight release which incorporates a fabric loop and a string and pin set-up
which cannot twist up and will release easily
under pressure. This kind of release is strongly
recommended. Some sheer pin weak links
have also been found to be unreliable, breaking
at vastly different pressures. If you are using
such a weak link (or indeed a string weak link),
you should break a few to check that they are in
fact breaking at a suitable pressure (reoommended 1 G - combined pilot and gliderweight) .
Parachute Deployment
During the Canungra Classic competition a
highly experienced pilot could not escape a
building cumulo-nimbus cloud and was carried
to over ten thousand feet i n the heart ofthe cloud.
He was beginning to suffer from extreme cold
and as soon as the lift eased he deployed his
parachute and landed safely with only bruising
to his legs. He related that whilst descending the
turbulence was so severe that the glider was
thrown up and hit the parachute canopy. It cannot be overstressed that pilots must avpid flying
in thevicinity of storms or squalls! Cu-nimbs are
potential pilot killers! Get your 'chutere-packed
at least every year!
See & Turn Right
A letter by a GA pilot in a recent Aviation
Bulletin carried an excellent reoommendation,
instead of talking of 'see and avoid' the letter
suggested we say 'see and tum right'. This
would aid in developing a reflex action in case
of possible conflict. This concept is equally
applicable to all forms of aviation, in a conflict
situation whilst hang gliding or paragliding. Unless the other glider is on your right or the hill
is on your right - always see and tum right right!
That's it for this month ... Fly safely.
Craig Worth •

ACCOMMODATION MT. BEAUTY
MOUNT AIN CREEK HOLIDAY CENTRE

Situated at the base of Mt. Emu, a popular han glider launching site in the
Kiewa Valley, Victoria. Reasonably priced accommodation from $5 per person
per day in well appointed 8 bed flats or cabins on a beautiful 45 acre property.
Land on the doorstep at the well known Mountain Creek Rd. horse paddock
han glider landing site next door.
Large group, fully catered bunkhouse accommodation also available for groups
from 15 to 60 people at budget rates.
Telephone: (057) 572 965
November 1993
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As the Southern hemisphere competition/summer season heats up, and the long cold
non-flying days of winter are left behind, it is
hard to think ahead to those same miserable wet
and windy weeks next year. But there are ways
of extending your flying season and experiences. Many a southern pilot makes the trek north.
North to the Gold Coast hinterland, or further to
far North Queensland or even Derby or
Wyndham in WA.
But this year at the invitation of the Federasi
Aero Sport Indonesia (FASI) I went that little
further to be their guest as an official observer
at the Indonesian National Championships. It
was a last minute rush to get work tidied up in
the HGFAoffice and organise the family for the
trip to the village ofWonogiri in Central Java.
Taking my wife and young son to a non tourist,
basically depressed rural area of Indonesia held
some concerns in terms of general health standards especially on such short notice. Butwe soon
found ourselves descending in our Garuda Airlines DC9 past smouldering volcanic peaks into
the humid haze of a central Javanese morning.
Surakarta or more commonly Solo City, lies
in the middle of a broad lush plain surrounded
by volcanoes and about mid way from both
southern and northern coasts of Java, some 100
km from its more fa'mous neighbour, Jogyakartao
A few early morning bubbles bounced us a
little on final approach and minutes later we
were waiting anxiously to see if the glider had
been loaded. To our relief the glider emerged
first from the baggage hold and we were soon
back in the relentless and ubiquitous melee of
SE Asian road traffic headed toward Wonogiri
and an opening ceremony not to be forgotten.
Emerging from the heat haze and looming
gradually larger and higher,a mountain crowned
above with a growing cloud street of large
cumulus immediately dissipated my hesitancies
and concerns of two days ago as I left Tumut on
a mid winter August morning. I checked the
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watch, 9.30 am local time and already soarable
for at least the 10-15 km of mountain ridge that
the driver confirmed was Wonogiri and the site
to which we were headed .
Rounding some corners on the eastern end of
the ridge I was surprised to see, only just above
us, low on the end of a spur of this great looking
ridge about 20 odd gliders. The oppressive heat
and humidity seemed to gain tangible weight at
the discovery that this was indeed the Wonogiri
launch some mere 700' above the end of a large
man made lake with the mountain rising away
to the west in surges of volcanic cones and lava
flows to a tantalising height in excess of 2000'
agl.
I chose to observe that day instead of fly, as
the early calm had given way throughout the
opening ceremony to a 20 knot southerly that
seemed to blow the clouds away and the sight of
the first launches from the ramp, cantilevered
over the sheer cliff, were somewhat heart stopping, to say the least.

However my early scepticism about the site
was replaced by frustration at not choosing to fly
as the A grade pilots soared quickly to the west,
then proceeded to circle to a lowering cloudbase
before disappearing out along the pylon course
set for round one.
I reminded myself to have far more open mind
not only in the cultural aspects of our visit, but
when it came to assessing tropical conditions as
well.
As B grade pilots launched in even far more
apprehensive styles, we decided to head for the
Landing area and a cold beer. ..none were to be
found, but we were not lost for entertainment as
the first pilots t9 complete the course "arrived"
at the soccer field on the small point of land that
jutted into the lake and served as the main landing area with a variety of awkward approaches
and flares .
Some long evenings of stilted English/lndonesian were to follow as I became guest instructor on not only competition and XC
techniques but more importantl yon basic launch
te.chniqueand landing approaches . I was pleased
to see much improvement by the end of the week
although I must admit that I too had to work on
adjusting the launch technique for this ramp.
And what a mid-winters week it turned out to
be ... flyable every day. Conditions ranging from
the breezy 20 knots, like day one, to light and
stable where just getting up was a struggle.
These were intermixed with some absolute
magic days of light soarable breezes and cloud
streets and convergence lines criss-crossing the
broad plain behind the mountain range. And
days of strong lift and cloud streets making
upwind flights possible even on days of
moderate winds .
I remember one great day where after reaching
a good cloud above Solo City (some 15 km
beyond the Indonesian XC record) I looked
downwind at broad cloud streets and marvelled
at the sugar cane smoke indicating the small
convergences caused by these great thermal en-
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gines. Acres of smooth 500 fpm lift were so
clearly marked by the converging and risi ng
smoke and the da rk flat bottoms of towering
cumulus . It seemed that all one need to do is
fly to the rising smoke, circle toward base
then straighten out and cruise in light lift and
hazy shadowed light before heading off in
brilliant suns hine toward the next cloud as
you pass over a changing landscape of
flooded rice paddies, dry fallow fields, sugar
cane and coconut groves, canals and rivers,
and villages.
Scanning North to try and spot jet traffic
heading toward Solo airpo rt, I opted for a return
to Wonogiri and headed back up wind eventually landing in a walled soccer stadium in town.
The final glide into the increasing so utherl y
sea breeze was sustained by a drizzly overdevelopment that was forcing a mild convergence wi th the more dense sea air. My slow
height loss and final approach over the houses
oftown did not go un-noticed and once the rather
savage wind gradient of an enclosed football
ground were just barley overcome, I was
swamped by a smi ling mass of local kids followed by the slower but no less smiling or
inquisitive older folk. I was soon the butt of
some unknown joke but my packed glider was
eagerly carried off to safe keeping at the tennis
cl ub while I was driven on the back of a motorbike to the bus stop, placed on the waiting bus
with the driver instructed on where to take me.
Within halfan hour oflanding I had been packed

up, picked up and taken to the comp HQ where
we jumped straight into the waiting retrieve
vehicle to return via the cold beer shop and the
1 hour photo processor to get my glider and
await the proof of an Indonesian record flight.
That eveni ng and the following morning I had
to relive that flight for every Indonesian pilot
and would-be pilot a hundred times over.
Describing each thermal and cloud, its strength
and base height, retracing its entire meandering
holiday pi lot's type course. The flight had become an epic journey of height gains and glides,
of speeds to fly and decision reasoning for heading off here or there accompanied with the appropriate photo . Never before have I had to
ana lyse and dismember a fl ight in such detail...
its meagre 65 km had been transformed into a
ta le as fantastic as the journeys of Bilbo Baggins ...and by the looks on some faces just as
incredible and other Worldish.

I guess itwill be a flight I wi ll be unable to
forget.
So what are you doing next wi nter?? Want
some memorable flights ??
Don't sit mesmerised and atrophied by yet
another round of in-depth analysis of Ricky
Stuart's groin strain or Dermot Brereton's
reviva l of the Swans, take the fam il y on a
holiday to Indonesia. W hile they browse the
famous batik markets of Surakarta or lay
languidly beside the hotel pool, you will be
feeling the sweat of a low save slowly cooling, as you circle toward base well out along
the course of a friend ly competition, Indonesian
style.
The evenings spent re-united with new friends
from other countries and cultures, as you sit
cross legged on bamboo mats sippi ng a cool
beer, breathing in the exotic fragrances of the
spice isles, nibbling alternatively on a tasty satay
and your beloved's ear (that can get confusing) .
If such a holiday appea ls to you, let us know
so we can keep you up to date with costs, prize
mo ney, travel disco unts,etc for Memperebutkan
Gajah Mungkur Cup 1994.
Enjoy a low pressure hang gliding competition
suitable for good intermediate pi lots or above,
where the fam il y can avoid retrieval duties and
enjoy the interest, excitement and relaxation of
an overseas holiday ...
Fly Indonesia ... the adventure doesn' t stop
when you land. •

eO"fiMtu~tio..~
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Canungra Classic / Australian
Women's Open
Open:

1st
3rd

Geoff Tulloch
Steve Blenkinsop

XTRALITE 147
XS II 155

B Grade:

1st
2nd

Gordon Bieski
Glen McLeod

XS 169
XS II 155

1st
3rd

Toni Noud

XTRALITE 137
XS3142

Women's
Open:

Shirley Lake

fo .. wi....i..ti fae~uh~
•• • ''''
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An article from 'Gleitschirm' magazine
(August '93) translated by Godfrey Wenness,
Sydney Pamgliding Club

An incident at a recent manoeuvres clinic at
Lake Eildon resultingina forced reserve deployment has prompted me to translate the following
article. The pilot involved was confronted with
a trapped tip collapse on exiting from a negative
spin. He was instructed to full stall to clear the
trapped tip. After the third full stall he was left
with crossed risers, wild uncontrolled swings
and the tip still collapsed. An unrecoverable
spiral dive followed during which the reserve
was deployed albeit with difficulty due to the
high G-forces.

around a trapped wing
co ll apse. A cravat is
spoken of as being a wing
collapse that results in the
wing tip being caught up
in the lines (usually the
outer ones) and as a resul t
of wind, pressure cannot
reintlate . With normal
co II a pses there is no
danger of a cravat because the wing tip falls
diagonally to the rear. It
opens on its own or with
a pump on the brake.

What
are
the
dangers?
When a paraglider is
asymmetri cally (ie, unevenly) released from a spin or full stall, there is
a high likelihood that a cravat will occur. The
actual cause is a strong side~ays surge. After the
manoeuvre the wing surges forward and is
' unloaded' on one side (asymmetricall y!). It collapses (fo lds) neither backwards or diagonally
but rather gets caught up in the few lines which
may still be loaded. Due to high sideways movement and without pilot input, the wing enters a
strong stable spiral with high G loading and sink
rates over 10 m/s!

How do you open a cravat?
A cravat should be avoided whenever possible.
If one does occur then it is most important that
the pilot reacts quickly to counter the turn and
Die" Krawatte" : The trapped collapse
under no circumstances allow a spiral to start!
In recent times there have been many accidents
The stronger the turn the higher the brake line
which have been blamed on the so called
pressure will be on the open side. So basical ly
"cravat". What is a cravat in paragliding, how
counter the turn and try to open the cravat with
does it happen and how do you stop it?
very deep pumpi ng. If this doesn 'twork the only
There are many pilots who do not know what
thing left to do is to reach for the reserve. This
a cravat is. This term has been recently coined
fast and well targeted step should not be underby SHY test pi lots for an uncommon tli ght si tuaestimated.If it is not possible to stop the turning
tion. It doesn't mean that the test pilots gc out
(spiral) then it is likely that the pilot's own
flighttestingattheedgeof a wing's performance
ma noeuvra bi Ii ty wi II also be restri cted due to the
envelope in coat and tails, but rather it revolves
high G loading. Some pilots get 'G shock' in
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , these situatio ns and cannot throw their
reserve while others don't realise that the
reserve should be thrown.

Trike Instruction
at beautiful Noosa
train on Edge or Pegasus

Sales & Tuition
Bob Silver. eFI
Soft side

for Buzzard Trikes
* UV proof vinyl

* 2 large pockets
* easy fitting
$210 plus p&p

Skybound Pty Ltd
074490065
018708551
November 1993

The cravat was not an issue with wings that
had low aspect ratios . It is only since canopies
were being sewn that had large spans thatthe
problem has arisen. Don't be scared by high
aspect ration, just recognise the danger early
and react correctly.

r----- -- -- -.,

:• ICOM !
•
•

NEW SATELLITE NAV ..
Don't get lost! The new ICOM GP22 satellite navigation system is
here! Pocket size, easy to use,
great for hang gliding, paragliding, trikeing, bushwalking, etc !
FROM ONLY $1.550

ICOM 4OG+ UHF RADIO
Australia's most popular handheld UHF
• radio. The ICOM 40G PLUS comes with
I either a powerful 5 watt Ni-Cad battery
or a long life 3 watt Ni-Cad battery as
• standard eqUipment.

Don't forget that if it happens to you and
you're not over Lake Eildon, Brian won't be
yelling over the radio "reserve, reserve,
reserve... •

•

I
I

• Great range of accessories available in- I
• cluding the ICOM ultralight headset with I
I boom mike and push to talk switch. I
• Guarantee 12 mths.

I
•

40GPIus
HS51 Headset

$ 570

$ 95
(Your choice ..... Bf7, 5w450 mAh,

I
•

or CM96, 3w 1200mAh battery )
NEXTDAY*DELIVERYONLY$16

•

I ICOM A-20 AIRBAND

•
•
•
•
I

I

At last a reliable handheld VHF radio ! I
I Programmable scan, backlit panel & VOR I
• navigation function. Fully guaranteed by •
ICOM Australia. Headsets, Helmets & a
• wide range of accessories available.
•
• FREE case & FREE AC & DC chargers.... I

• THE WORLD'S BEST!
A-20MK11
$670
I

•
•
•• ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
NEXT DAY' DELIVERY $18

Footnote: Brian Webb recommends that
if sufficient height is avai lable, a full stal l
that is ~ymm etrically released is the best
method of freeing a trapped wing tip. He
suggests that the clinic incident was aggravated by uneven recovery from the
spi n and subsequent sta ll manoeuvres.

I

Order by phone with your credit card !
Bankcard, Mastercard,Visa card all OK.
I
Prices tax exempt for aircraft use.

I

•

SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 431 -2131, (03) 744-1305
FAX (03) 431·1869

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

•

.. -- - -- --- --..
I

I
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MtCole Vic
Mt Cole International XC Classic
Contact Charly Fellay
038824130
Kiewa Valley Vic
19-27
Australian Hang Gliding Open
Contact John Adams
057572945
Corryong Vic
29-5 Feb Australian Paragliding Open
0694844461
Contact Stuart Andrews
29-Feb 6 Lawrence Hargraves Hang Gliding
Stanwell Park
Comp
042942645
Contact Kieran Tapsell
February 1994
MtCole Vic
Vic Open Hang Gliding
5-13
ContactWes Hill
038794217
21-27
Lawrence Hargraves Paragliding Comp Stanwell Park
Contact Kieran Tapsell
042942645
Forbes NSW
Paragliding Flatlands
13-20
Contact Geoff Robertson
042941898
TBA
26-Mar 7 WA State Tttles
093816053
Contact Andrew Humphries
Wangaratta Vi c
PHG National Fly-in
TBA
Contact Kevin Magennis
018181071
March 1994
HGFA Board Meeting
Adelaide
25-27
Contact Executive Director
069472888
Ops Manager to visitWA, SA & NT regions,
clubs and instructors. Facility and site inspections ...
15-23

November 1993
1-2,14-15,
Mt Beauty/Mt Cole
21-22
Vic Spring Competition
038794217
Contact Wes Hill
Bright Vic
26-30
Vic Paragliding Open
038192717
Contact Ken Mitchelhill
Ops Manager to visit NSW, Vic & ACf regions, clubs and
instructors. Facility and site inspections.
December 1993
28-Jan 5 Bogong Cup
Kiewa Valley Vic
Contact Bob Daley
052 276302
Ops Manager to visit NSW, Vic & ACf regions, clubs and
instructors. Facility and site inspections.
January 1994
Corryong Vic
8-11
Corryong Cup
042971923
Contact James Nathaniel
Forbes NSW
Flatlands Hang Gliding
8-16
068523899
Contact Lynn Giffin
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Cami[[a Perner
an interview by Annelies Norland
In both the 1993 Paragliding World Championships and the Paragliding Cup, Austrian
pilot Camilla Perner has ranked amongst the top
pilots, convincingly beating the rest of the
women's field, to take gold . In the Worlds she
finished 6th overall and more than 100 points
ahead of the second-placed woman, Nanou
Berger. Twenty-two years old, she has been
flying paragliders for just three years and competing for the past two .
Amongst the 120 pilots competing at the
World Championships in Verbier there were
only 15 women (6 of whom made the cut).
Australia was allowed a maxi mum team of four;
3 men and 1 woman, but as there were no women
willingandabletogo, wecouldonlysenda team
of 3 which put us at an obvious disadvantage in
view of th.e scoring system used.
Camilla offered to talk to me to encourage
more women to become involved in the sport.
AN: How did you first become involved in
flying?
CP: Friends took me to a place where there
were paragliders and I was fascinated by it; how
they took off, the way they flew. I learnt to fly
and flew all the time. I just flew and flew, then
friends suggested that I should compete. I didn ' t

want to because I didn't think I was very good
but they encouraged me and I entered some
competitions. At first my results weren ' t very
good, but I kept trying and soon they improved.
That is the best motivation to continue, when
you see your results getting better.

It is the most common
mistake of pilots to
race themselves into
the ground.
AN: There were only 15 women at the World
Championships. Why do you think more women
don't compete in paraglidi ng?
CP: A lot of women are put off by the stress
of competition. They fear failure and are discouraged if they do badly to start with. They
should continue because if they persevere, they
will do well. Women also have a tendency to
compete only against the other women. They are
always looking to see what the other women are
doing rather than concentrating on their own
flying or watching the overall picture. If they
beat five women, they think they have done well.

They don't look at their mistakes or try to do
better in the overall ranking.
AN: Are there any reasons why women
shouldn't do as well as men in paragliding?
CP: Paragliding is one of the few sports men
and women can compete on equal terms because
it is not a question of physical strength. We are
lucky to be involved in this sport because it is
the same for everybody . We can compete
against everybody on the same terms.
AN: What makes a good competition pilot?
CP: To improve it is necessary to fly as much
as possible to gain your own individual style. IF
you have your individual style you will not be
as stressed in competitions, and you will be able
to make your own decisions. The most important
skill of a pilot is to make good decisions. To be
consistently at the top it is sometimes necessary
to slow down or even to go back to get better lift
and to ensure you reach goal. Sometimes you
can race very fast, but it is the most difficult
decision to make to stay in a thermal or to slow
down when you want to get to goal as fast as
possible. It is the most common mistake of pilots
to race themselves into the ground.
AN: Do you need a lot of courage to be a top
pilot? Do you sometimes have to take risks in
competitions that you wouldn't normally take?
CP: In most comps they don't fly if the conditions are dangerous but sometimes you have
to decide to land if you think it is necessary, but
if a risk is not too big you must take it. Usually
during a competition I don ' t realise that I am ..

FASCINATION OF
OUR NEW LINE
ALTO VARIO BASIS
• Altimeter up to 5500 m (17500 ft) • Vario
analog/digital. Audio - ASI system
• Memo for 5 flights
ALTO VARIO CLASSICI
ALTO VARIO COMPETITION
• Easy to use with audio feedback keyboard
• Altimeter up to 10000 m (30000 ft) • Audio - ASI system • Nomonal flight calculator
• TEK • Temperature indication • Speed
• 2 clocks • Memo for 25 flights
Additional flight recorder at COMPETITION
• Resolution 1 m(3ft)upt06000m(18000ft)
• Scan rate variable • 25 flights storable
max. 70 h • Speed values storable
• Parallel (Centronics) and serial (RS 232)
connector for printout

Made in Germany

Australian Distributor:
12/30 Kalaroo Rd, Redhead NSW 2290, Tel: 049499199, Fax: 049499395
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Competition Results
Gillies, Far North Queensland
1
2
3
4

Graeme Etherton
Gerry Gerus
Kevin Gilligan
Warwick Gill

Desire
Blade
Foil 152C
Desire

Eungella, North Queensland
A Grade
Warwick Gill
1
Graeme Etherton
2
3
Gerry GenIS
B Grade
Andrew Atkinson
1
2
Ron Huxhagen
=3 Nev Akers
=3 Ray Parsons

Desire
Desire
Blade
XS
Foil 152C
XS
Foil 152C

CGrade
Tascha McLellan
1
Randal Mathews
2
Luke Walker
3

If pilots continue to land in the bathing area,
the Council will not permit any beach landings
and all pilots will then be required to top land
and carry out.
Rainbow Beach is a great site; do the right
thing and it will continue to be.
A special note to all novice and pilots new
to Rainbow Beach: please do not hesitate to
ring Alan Goldsworthy, a local instructor, for
advice on the site and ronditions. Alan can be
contacted on 018 712813.

News Flash
Recently David Reece and Oliver Males flew
to Cape York in their powerchute Kestral
aircraft. They flew from Sydney to Cairns with
a ground crew. From Port Douglas to the tip, a
distance of 530 nautical mi les, they flew with no
ground assistance. The longest leg was four
hours in the air and a record flight over some of
the most rugged terrain in the country.

Industry News
Notice to Pilots Flying at Rainbow
Beach, Queensland
The Widgee Shire Council has advised that
pilots have been observed landing in the bathing
area. The bathing area is north of the surf life
saving clubhouse and is between the two orange
fences across the beach.
Do not land in the bathing area at ruu: time.
__________________________
rLc-;;';iii~
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taking risks. I am not thinking about that, but
afterwards I think, "That was a bit dangerous"!
AN: What sort of training do you do for competitions?
CP: The best training is to fly a lot. I also
mountain bike a bit and ski, but, no, I don't do
any fitness training. I should, I always plan to! I
do take competitions seriously. I don't go out
late at night when I have to compete the next
day.
AN: Do you find it hard to finance participating in all the comps?
CP: No, I have sponsorship which covers my
costs. I don't make money out of flying and I
don't want to. I fly because I want to fly. I also
work as a ski instructor in winter and I am
studying at university. I live in J<jlZbuhel which
is a good skiing and flying area.
AN: What advice do you have for women
thinking of competing?
CP: Don't be put off by bad results to start
with. Don't give up, persist. In the beginning it
may be difficult but it will become better. The
more you free fly the better you will do; you will
develop an individual style and you will survive
the stress of rompeting. •
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Edel Press Release
For the '93/'94 season Edel is launching 3
brand new gliders: Orion, Super Space and
Rainbow.
Orion: the newest training, novice/intermediate glider. Directly inspired by the Space
and due to replace the long serving Apollo.
Available in 3 sizes: 22, 24, 27, it successfully
passed ACPUL testing with the mention 12 A.
Super Space: with its rompetition like performances and uncompromising safety (ACPUL
12 A), the Super Space is aimed at the ambitious
intermediate pilot as well as the advanced pilot.

Fritz Schmezer in his Zepher, Mulfingen
Germany, p T Remeika

It is a big improvement on the "conventional"
high performance intermediate gliders and is,
therefore, not competing with them but offering
an extra, more ambitious choice for some pilots.
The Space remains firmly in the '93/'94 Edel
range and will still rompete successfully with
other intermediate gliders. The Super Space is
currently available in 2 sizes: 24 and 27. More
sizes soon.
Rainbow: this is Edel's new advanced competition glider. Officially launched at the recent
Verbier World Championship (5 gliders in the
top 9), the Rainbow is 1993 's most ,successful
competition glider, winning 3 out of 5 PWC,
many national titles (including Swiss and
French) and other comps. Its success is even
more remarkable due to the fact that it is one of
the very few gliders to compete in its certified
version! The Rainbow is available in 3 sizes:
24M, 26L, 28XL and ACPUL certified respectively 3B, 3B, 1B Ie.
For more information, contact Edel Australia
on tel/fax 038824130 or 018 103084.

Overseas News
European Ultralight Champion
Tomas Suchanek, twice World Hang Gliding
Champion, recently won the European
Ultralight Championships. It was Tomas' first
ultralight competition and he competed with a
lustra Stratos trike which was manufactured in
his homeland .

The French are Coming!
A French manufacturer, ADG is hoping to
enter the Australian market in the near future.
ADG's products include the Colibri, A10uette
and Bi-surf wings and assorted flying accessories.

Contact Heniu Dyduch, director, ADG Lines,
15 rue des Aul nes, 67720 Hoerdt, France. Tel 88
513044, fax 88 51 3043.

SKYSAILOR

Italian Winching Equipment
An Italian company, MIG SNC is currently
looking for distributors for its products which
include winches for schools and recreational
flying.

...

~

For instructors, the MIG 03 is mounted on a
trolley and contains 3 coils of steel cable each
1000 metres long. Its control system is completelyelectro-pneumatic.
The MIG 01 contains 1 coil of steel cable from
1000 to 1500 metres and the unit can be broken
into 4 parts to make transportation easier. Each
product comes with a release and pilot parachute
for uncomplicated recovery after pilot release.
Contact MIG SNC 24030 A1menno S Bartolomeo (BG), Via Bettoni 8, Italy, tel. 035
640098, fax 0039 0341 641681. •

Lawrence Hargraves Centenary Hang
Gliding/Paragliding Competitions
To commemorate the centenary of Lawrence
Hargraves's historic flight at Stanwell Park in
1894, the Stanwell Park Hang Gliding club will
be hosting the 7th Lawrence Hargraves International Hang Gliding Competition from 29
January 1994 to 6 February 1994 and the 1st
Lawrence Hargraves Paragliding Competition
from 21 to 27 February 1994.
The Centenary Hang Gliding Competition
will consist of a series of races along the IIIawarra Escarpment from Stanwell Park. On days
when the winds are unsuitable for flying atStanwell Park, we will have cross country events
using aero towing from Albion Park Airport,
which is about 40 kms south of Stanwell Park.
Entry fee for the competition will be
$AUS150, which will include two days of aero
towing fees . For the hang gliding competition,
we have total prize money of $5,000 plus a
return air ticket to Australia from Europe or
America from Qantas for the winner. Pilots will
need to have the equivalent of the Australian
Advanced Rating and have appropriate tow endorsements or experience. The Meet Director
will be Craig Worth.
Cameron Young is the organiser of the
Paragliding Competition and we are waiting for
his triumphal return from Europe before we can
give you further details of that competition .

For overseas pilots, Qantas Airways have indicated to us that they are prepared to provide
discounted fares and discounted cargo for equipment for overseas competitors because of the
significance of the centenary to Australian aviation. Persons interested can contact me. I will
pass on their details to Qantas who will then
arrange for their dealer to contact the pilot direct
in his or her home country. Anyone in contact
with overseas pilots might pass that on .
The Hargraves competitions have always
been fun events. In addition to the flying, you
can enjoy one of Australia 's most beauti ful surfing beaches, cheap accommodation, and the
legendary hospitality of Stanwell Park. We are
planning a number of social events, including
the display of a replica of the Hargraves
aeroplane which he built in 1902 (the year before
the Wright brothers flight), and which actually
does fly . This was built by the Aeronautical
Engineering Department of Sydney University.
We would appreciate all Australian pilots interested in entering either competition contacting us as soon as possible because we may have
to limit the numbers. Those who are interested
are invited to contact me on 2 5216000 (work),
or 42 942645 (home), or fax 25214168 or write
to me at 19 Stanwell Avenue, Stanwell Park
NSW2508. •

Sky Cycles P/L Trike Sales & Training
Sole Australian Agent for Solarwings/Pegasus
Pegasus Quasar 2 35 to 70 mph (hands off). The smooth performer now available is low noise 582.
Super quiet, super comfort, superb handling, a real treat.
NEW Pegasus Quantum combines economy of the "Q" model with comfort and cockpit ergonomics
of the Quasar. In flight trim to over 70 mph hands off. Phone for an information package on this world
beater.
Pegasus "Q" the performance and economy of the "Q" is well
known. Still winning the competitions that count.

Pegasus XL available in 462, low noise and 447. Also now in High
Power configuration with or without tug equipment. Flying school
and recreational favourite.

Cyclone Chaser S The World Champion fJexwing single seater.
Real economy and performance at a real low price.
We also have good used aircraft available.
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Phone for an infonnation package on any of our trike products or arrange a test flight.
Don't forget your Iva prop $600, or Communica intercom sets $1250. The best you can get.
For all the latest in trike products and training.

14 Northern Ave Moorabbin Airport Vic 3194

Ph: 03 587 5975, Fax: 03 587 5976
November '1993
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byJerryStipek
Take off with a paraglider is defying any
natural explanation. Every time I see that amorphous bundle of nylon transforming in the
beautifullilo shape, I feel as if participating in a
miracle. Even when succeeding at this, you are
not winning yet. In light conditions you have to
run like hell, just to feel the canopy drifting
helplessly to one side, over your head, and there
you are, entangled in hundreds of lines. In a
strong wind, that horrible contraption simply
rips you off the ground, whether you are ready
or not. Then it invariably dumps you in the
nearest tree. A paraglider not only lives its own
hidden life, but it seems capable of multiplying
the number of its lines as soon as it touches some
shrubs. It is not wonder that manufacturers are
giving their products names such as Voodoo or
Black Magic! I really believe that every successful takeoff is assisted by witchcraft!
There are pilots who do not seem to have any
problems. If you ask them, they'll tell you an
evasive story about some technique and never
betray their demonic connections. My wife Kate
doesn't have any of these. Her takeoffs (if you
call them that) are especially spectacular and
witnessing just one can put you off paragliding
for life. I deeply admire that pilot who saw her
recent frontal tuck, deep stall, 60% asymmetric,
normal flight sequence and merely said,
"Another way to get in the air ... ". Lately, to
overcome the problem of my prematurely grey-

ing hair, I always close my
eyes and wait for Kate's
victorious, "It 's OK, I'm
flying!" .
To be fair, I'm not perfect
either. One of my especially memorable takeoffs (or
rather, an attempt of one)
goes back to the course.
Mystic has a rather short "runway" and it's
advisable to obey the many times repeated, "If
it doesn't feel right, just pull strongly on both
brakes and stop." Unfortunately, I developed a
completely different reflex for the "falling forward" situation. I'm talking about more than a
decade of top level Judo and an estimated
100,000 falls in this fashion . Well, it really
didn't feel right and I was falling forward. My
reaction was completely instinctive (for me) and
I ended, quite naturally, among some logs deep
below the top. To the great surprise of all
present, I was not only alive but also (almost)
unhurt. Still , rumours say that Brian Webb was
going to give up teaching ...
Since then, I saw (and performed) a lot of
innovative ways on how to get airborne. For
instance, a blurred, fast-spinning imageofa pilot
above Mystic 11JRNED OUT to be Andrew
Kemp. He had some problems with strong wind
deployment and turned in the opposi te direction,
TWICE . The third attempt was a success .
Andrew was seen walking in circles still for
some time after this extraordinary flight.
And even Greg Walsh had a big fight with his
Voodoo one day. It just didn ' t stay up! It took
Greg a while to conclude that there was something fishy there. He had a close look at his
canopy and removed a BOOK from one of its
cells . Allegedly it was the ABC of Paragliding,
but it doesn't really matter: a book won't be any
good for ground handling your paraglider,

A wingtip view - photo Jerry Stipek
regardless of its content. The weight seems to be
more relevant here. This unfortunate publication
was apparently used as a repairing tool and then
forgotten .
It is worth mentioning that I imposed similar
problems on myself recently, with a camera.
True, a remote controlled camera on the canopy
can produce spectacular pictures. But the effect
on ground-handling is similar to the one of the
book and reversely, the effects of bad groundhandling can be adverse to the $600 camera .
Also the camera can be a health hazard in certain
flight situations. My setup is a result of proper
consideration, consulting and testing. Even so, I
have to be aware of certain grim possibilities. So
please, think twice before you try this . •

Morning Departure
On 17 September 1993 a historical event took place at Sydney International Airport. The CAA had given approval for 30 trikes to use the
International Runway 25 for the long flight to Cape York, 4000 kms away
in the north of Australia. At 6 am, five trikes at a time were escorted by
security to the main runway which was also being used by the domestic
and international ' heavies' . The flight plan was to turn left after take off
and to fly over Botany Bay where Captain Cook landed in 1788 and to

Above: a Malaysian Airline 747 on final while trikes
make ready for takeoff
Left: trikes taxiing to runway 25 at
Sydney InternationalAirport
maintain 500 feet through the corridor Victor I, before turning north to
follow the coastline for some kil ometres before climbing to the legal
ceiling height of 5000 feet.
Each pilot had their own sponsor and all pro ce~ds were in aid of the
Anti-Cancer Council of Australia . The journey is expected to take 3
months and on completion of the flight, all the trikes will be transported
back to Sydney by interstate transport.
Norman Nicholls •
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Marriage
Glidance
by Greg Holbut
Marriage and hang gliding, one practiced for millennia and the other
practiced for much less than an average life span, often seem to have one
thing in common : divorce! Somehow that obsessional need for another fly
can be misinterpreted as another way of saying, "I don't want to be with
you .. .'·
Do the words, "We' re drifting apart (sob, sob)" mean anything to you?
Yes? Then you're not alone. Read on fellow A-frame addicts .
As you push those battens in, you're feeling-great with the warmth of
theglorioussunshineon your back and a cooling breeze on your face . Then
a little pang of guilt creeps into your now birdlike mind as you think of
something you should be doing at home or perhaps a parting word that
could have been better said.
Don't forget that if you are unfortunate enough to hurt yourself (not that
I' m saying that you're anything less than perfect, aeronautically speaking),
"Who you gunna call"? Your lovely lady, that's who! What brought you
together in the first place? Not a mad urge to jump off cliffs, I'm sure! I'm
pretty sure you saw something in her eyes you hadn't seen anywhere else,
which led you to want to spend your time with her. Don't forget that!
I don't fly as much as I used to but the quality is better. By developing
a little knowledge and using this to be at the right place at the right time,
wasted days sitting on the hill are rare for me.
Now let me introduce you to my lovely lady-wife Gail. Poor Gail has
been trained to tow a static line and even winds it in! From the 50· C of
the Forbes Flatlands to the top of Mt Buffalo, up Bright Hill in the trusty
Magna, north south or west, there she is craning her head skywards for a
speck, not sure where to look because my CB batteries have gone flat yet
again.
Hot and thirsty I stand by the roadside knowing that when she finds me
there'll be a cold drink . Tired and hungry, I get a hug and a feed.
We share these flying trips now that there's lots of other things to do.
The best thing about all this is that we do many of them together.
When I'm at cloudbase, that mystical place where ice forms in my
glasses, where a short time ago perspiration had been, the magic of these
moments is only enhanced when that warm familiar voice comes over the
radio, "Greg do you copy Gail?" . •

Somewhere down there Gail awaits. Gunnedah area

t
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long way apart so it has become very popular
and therefore an established sport.

Powered
Flight
An interview with Australian Light Wing 's
ChiefDesigner, Manager and TestPilot, Howie
Hughes.
SS: Howie, what prompted you to develop the
Powered Parachute, it's such a departure from
the range of Light Wing aircraft?
HH: We see the powered parachute, or Turbo
Chute as an expansion towards the grass roots
of recreational flying. The Light Wing is in the
quality price bracket and has become a very
serious workhorse over the years. We needed a
simple fun aircraft that we could pull out of the
carbootandjustgo flying with on the weekends .
Whilst at the Paris Airshow in 1991 I saw a
video of a simple powered parachute flying
down a French canyon, the pilot skimming his
toe along the surface of still, clear water. What
more would you want?! It looked to me like pure
sports aviation, pure fun!
SS: How are sales of the backpack going?
HH: Great, although a little slow in Australia .
SS: Why is this do you think?
HH: I can only guess that the reasons are our
present economic climate, and that the sport has
to become more established in Australia . I understand that in Europe the soaring sites are a

SS: How are you promoting the aircraft in
Australia?
HH: Mainly via the sale of our own videos .
We have produced two vids so far, the first is an
information one and the second is a sort of how
to do it film.
SS: Can you teach yourself how to fly from
this?
HH : No not at all and we make this very clear.
The video is only meant to give a prospective
backpacker an idea what he/she is in for and
what the sport is about.
SS: So, do you advocate learning through the
AUF or the HGFA?
HH: I don't think it matters much as long as
you are taught properly. IF for example you had
learnt to fly in a 2 seat powered parachute and
you already had your AUF rating in such, then
a conversion to a backpack would be fairly
straight forward . You would have to learn to
land on your feet and inflating the chute is a bit
tricky. You can gain thermalliftwitha backpack
on so you need to know a bit more about turbulence but in an overall sense the concepts
remain the same. On the other band if you had
an HGFA paraglider licence then the backpack
has only a few additional traps for young
players.
SS: Where do you see the biggest market for
this unit?

18 Hp Jpx engine

HH : I see the greater market being outside the
existing group of sports aviators . The majority
of ultralight and hang glider pilots will probably
stick to their existing sports rather than taking
on a new sport. I firmly believe that the Turbo
Chute is to flying what the jetski is to boating;
it's a fun vehicle that will attract a whole new
group of sports aviation members .
SS: Have you done any market response to
form these opinions?
_ HH : Yes, but it's primarily based on the
European experience where this sport is enjoying greater popularity. It exists as a sport in its
own right and even powered paragliding pilots
separate thems e lves from un powered
paragliders by having their own competitions,
clubs, etc.
SS : I believe you take every opportunity to put
the Turbo Chute in the public eye?
HH : Yes, we've taken it to many airshows
from one end of the country to the other, which
is certainly good PR for sports aviation.
SS: Let's hope your effort generates some
interest; our flying organisations are always
looking to increase membership. Thanks .
HH: Thank you . •
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FIrstly: To an HGFA members who pun:h.ased the ftrst 1\Jrbochute video, sorry
guys. yes It was a poor video, If you return It we wt1l send you the latest
(and much tmp~ video made at IJgbt WIng by our new video crew (there
w1Il be no charge for this).
Secondly... on with the advertlstng....
wen tbrfIl aeekers.. there \a no way [ can fully descrlbe the Australtan (made
and designed In Australta) ught WIng Tu'rbochute In the space available here
so I won't e9'eIl try. BUI' If the Idea of a t,otally transportable. fully
pack-upable, utterly affordable foot launched powa-ed parachute appeals then
call u. for an Information pack or video NOW.
The deal is thI.... the information packs are free but we charge for the vid.
What you do \a send $15 (th1s \a non-Mundable). We alllO send you a bill for
for the balance of the co.t of the 1/2 hour IJgbt WhIg 1\Jrbochute video
(another $15. thIa Includes postage) BUI' If you .end the video back wtthJn 14
days you dont ba~ to pay . the $15. P1eaae copy the vtd. If you wish but send
It back and there 18 no further payment.. ALSO ...every information or vtd.
aeeker goes Into our compettUon to win a bunch of IJgbt WIng stu1f
Inclll<itng a Flying jacket, a ught wing bag etc. This wt1l be drawn In

December.

Send for an info pack and / or a Video to Po box 89
BaII1na 2478 or fax an application to 066 868343 or
call us on 066 868658 for a chat about the AustraHan

IJgbt Wlng Turbocbute. Aak for Howle. Dm1e. Wayne or
Rick On that order). Naturally If your going past. can
In at the BallIna Attport (top right comer NSW) and
ask for a demonstration.
18 Hp In the middle of your back I... thJ. sort of fun \a not for the faint hearted.

This aircraft has not been approved under the HGFA Certification Standard for foot-launched hang gliders.
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Inland Towing - My First Trip
by Matt Colbey

"I thought it would be
easy .. , (to) go from
one thermal to
another.. ,"
"Clipping on mike." I watch the driver acknowledge with a thumbs up; he has radio contact. "Take up tension." The car accelerates
down the strip as I dig my heels in, concentrating
on level wings, watching the wind sock and
keeping pitch at the right angle. For the new
comer many thoughts are screaming through
your head as you prepare for the next grand
statement. "GO NOW, GO NOW, GO NOW" .
My hands are sweating and I'm trying to keep
an aggressive state of mind, keep those wings
level, don 't let the nose pop, hold back but run
through the A-frame, get some air speed up, just
get that takeoff technique together and once I'm
airborne there's nothing better than gaining air
between the soles of my feet and the earth's
black crust below.
What a contrast; many people say there is no
way they would hang glide because they don't
like heights, but to we converted, the more
height the better. 100 feet up and I' m enjoying
the climb out; it's the beginning of a exciting
mission to locate and ride a big, fat, hot bubble
of pure ecstasy, the great inland thermal. Ever
watching the road below so that I don't drift off
course, which I did once or twice (sorry guys it
took so long to retrieve the rope) because the
rope can get lost in crops which are like a big
green sea. The trick is to release when yourvario
is singing and to tum and crank and bank, sometimes up I went and other times down, down,
down as gravity got its way. Where did that

thermal go? Finding thermals, staying with thermals and locating new thermals is a challenge
and requires a lot more skill than I thought.
A team of excited pilots from Byron Hang
Gliding Club made up of Brian, Steve, Fish,
Bruce, Tim the driver and myself had headed for
Gunnedah country, west of Tamworth on the
Northern Tablelands. Black paddocks with hills
and ridges scattered throughout and the sight of
cumulus cloud excited us all. A big cloud band
did hang around so the weather wasn't perfect,
but that's flying . The experienced flyers did
some 80 km plus flights with some heights to
5000' while Steve and myself gained a lot of
experience with inland towing. Towing is different and testing but the more I did it, the more
relaxed I got. Steve's 6, 7, 8 orwas it 9 rope and
weak link breaks earned him the prized
windsock hat for the night while I had to wear it
for leaving my radio on and all the farmers
thought a space ship had arrived with my vario
talking against the whistling wind. Bruce the
experienced Kiwi pilot (all the best in recovery
from your car accident) wore the hat for getting
beaten in distance by yours truly; he was not
impressed but denied it. Brian carried the pixie
hat for landinga long way from the road and met
a nice little farming girl who knew him from
school days .
Fish, the technician, kept talking about the
African Howler, his new vario that will sound
likea screaming monkey in the jungles of Africa
as one climbs out in a thermal.
Make sure you are well organised going inland .For some reason I thought it would be easy
once I was above all those black paddocks and
would go from one thermal to another but it
wasn't that simple. For every coastal pilot who
is about to venture inland, be well prepared and
get ready for some exciting challenges and
learning experiences, it's great" hot " fun . The
Aussie thermal is calling you!!! •

Quantum
by Pegasus
The Quantum, the latest and most advanced trike yet is now available in
Australia.
The Quantum utilises the ergonomics of
the Quasar incorporating total comfort for
both pilot and passenger with full back
support. Combine this with the Quantum
wing (15 metre) with in-flight trim for
hands off flying between 40 and 70 mph.
Add motor options 503cc, 462LC and
582LC electric start etc, and you have an
unbeatable combination.
The Quantum comes standard with powerful rear brakes (including park brake), 3
point suspension, large diametre wheels,
in-flight trimable wing and much more!!
New Features:
» Compression tube rear suspension for
the smoothest ride you'll get on the
ground. PI us no more low wires to cut the
grass and slow your take-off run in rough
paddocks.
»
Mono pole folds above the engine so no
more fuel spillages from carbs etc. Also
the seat stays fully intact and in place
allowing a really good seat design
without compromise.
» The aerodynamics of the trike base compliment the most stable wing you can get,
the combination gives unmatched performance with smooth predictable handling even in the midday turbulence.
» Powering system incorporates gas strut
assistance for ease of rigging when by
yourself.
» 4 point rear seat, and 3 point front seat
harnesses.

Fish prepares his glider while Tim looks on

So whether you want a serious cross
country flexwing aircraft, a recreational
fun machine or the best school trainer
you've ever had, the Quantum has you
covered.
Prices start from $15,000 plus freight, plus
instruments, to around $25,000 for the top
of the range.
The Pegas us Aircraft range includes the
Pegasus XL, Pegasus Q, Pegasus Quasar
and now the Pegasus Quantum. They are
available through Sky Cycles Pty Ltd
at Moorabbin Airport, Victoria. Please
phone for further information.
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by Elgar Starkis
Our story begi ns with the time Alan and I were
looking for shelter from the blizzard in one of
our midweek forays to Thredbo armed with skis,
knee-braces and tubes of Denco-Rub. Noticing
that we could barely see past our ski tips, we
decided to enter a Tardis-Iike tin structure perched on top of the mountain. Once inside, to our
immense joy, we discovered the warmth of an
open fire and the cheery glow induced by the
cattle drench gun driven Schnapps dispenser
which was operated by Swiss ex-patriot, ex-ski
instructor, Heinz Gloor.
We were filling our bellies with Heinz's
specialty of Kranski sausage, sauerkraut, warm
crusty bUD and cold draught beer, when AJan
spotted an elegant silk-like cloth draping from
the ceiling. I wondered, "Is it a parachute or a
remnant of Dame Joan Sutherland's operatic
petticoat?"
Engaging Heinz in serious conversation, we
learnt of grown men (and women) soaring like
eagles with nothing but the whisper of breezes
through silken threads. "I teach paragliding at
Michelago on weekends in summer," revealed
Heinz. "Did you knowzatzeworldheightrecord
for paragliding is 8500 metres and ze distance
record is 264 km?" as he squirted another shot
of Schnapps for himself with the finely
calibrated drench gun.
Now Alan who at 45 was experiencing the
well documented mid-life crisis catharsis Gust
as I was) was instantly overpowered by an urgent need to try this new adventure Gust as I
was). While sharing the common experience of
thinning hairlines and thickening waists, we
had also recently taken to riding very large, fast
motor bikes, thus making up for years of being
good husbands, nurturing fathers and diligent
payers of mortgages. We both agreed. This
could be the ultimate macho experience before
our bones became too brittle, prostrates expanded and the need arose for egg to be wi ped

from the chin at meal times. Plans were hastily
made. Our weekend was booked and we were
accompanied by Guy (Kawasaki), Vechi
(Honda) and Ross (Subaru). Ross had developed
a strong preference for 4 wheels owing to a
teenage motor bike accident some 25 years earlier.
The day came. We blasted off from Bega,
resplendent in black leather, led by Alan on his
Harley, my own BMW bringing up the rear.
Primitive man off to the hunt... Primeval juices
surging through the veins.

We arrived at Michelago (Village) Inn just
after sunset and were warmly greeted by our
hosts Mike, Robin,James and Heinz and quickly
escorted to the bar. The briefing that followed
was surely just as with Biggles and Bertie in the
mess before a sortie wi th Gerry the next day. The
Schnapps was sipped and squirted as Heinz
covered all aspects of paragliding theory. Heinz,
we discovered, was a qualified instructor under
the auspices of the Hang Gliding Federation of
Australia. He talked about glide ratios, leading
edges, rear risers and carabiners. We learnt that
once one was strapped in a harness attached to
a glider one became by legal definition "in command of an aircraft" and as such was under the
control of the regulation administered by the
Civil Aviation authority. If a person was keen, a
person could work their
way through the varying
Heinz Gloor demonstrates
grades of flyer, from student to novice to intermediate then on to advanced and instructor
status.
Saturday morning it
was breakfast at 7 am
sharp in the mess followed by a scenic rural
drive out to Michelago
Station. Still in the
hands of a descendant of
the original settlers,
James Ryrie (also a
flyer), Michelago Station is a 5,000 acre sheep
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property with the most awe inspiring array of
historical farm buildings. The household is surrounded by an oasis of greenery shrouded by
canopies of giant natives and exotics and decked
with rose beds and lawns as had once been the
finest English tradition. Here we picked up our
gliders, all neatly packed in their knapsack-like
bags. Each one weighed in at only 6 kg! ) nudged
Alan and posed the query to him "How can 6 kg
of cloth bea compete flying machine? Mywife's
chenille dressing gown weighs 6 kg and )
wouldn't jump off the front patio wi th it supporting me!" Alan mumbled something about "the
marvels of modern technology", but) could see
that his knuckles had now taken on a white hue
as he held on to the edge of the ute while we
bounced around on our way to what was known
as Ryrie Hill.
Nothing more was said until we arrived at the
training hill and sat under a shady red gum,
where Heinz drilled us with flight techniques
and equipment demonstrations. We were then
each fitted with a "seat-belt" type of harness
which criss-crossed most parts of the human
torso yet cleverly avoided the vital organs. The
next step was to lay the paraglider in a fan
arrangement up the hill and into the wind from
where you were going to take off. Then came the
most difficult part. Establishing the glider! This
involved getting this cloth wing off the ground,
with no tangled lines and filled with air above
your head. After many failures we eventually
became ai rborne, discovering that some takeoffs
only required a couple of gentle steps while
others needed rapid running movements down
hill in order to achieve lift off. Eventually as
beginners we reached altitude of up to 20 metres
and a 100 metre straight line flight path.
Once he saw a gain in our confidence, Heinz
cunningly pounded some pegs with pink plastic
markers into the ground in a 5 metre square at a
distance further than any of us had flown before.
It must be said that this feat was only achieved
by one of us and that was Guy . Guy is a Real
Estate agent so we naturally reasoned that in a
moment of confusion and exhilaration whilst in
mid-flight, Guy thought the pink markers indicated a new subdivision and landed on it merely
to claim an exclusive agency . His feat brought a
rousing ovation from all his fellow fledgling
fl yers and was to spur us all on to greater heights
(cliche, cliche) . End of day one.
We must have been more tired than Cliff
Young at the end of a Sydney to Mel bourne run.
Drinks and dinner at the restaurant were followed by a de-briefing by Heinz who also gave
out a couple of awards . Ross received the "establishment award" ie setting the glider into
flying position. The observation by Lisa Ryrie
was ")Iove the way Ross establishes, he's just
like the Rock of Gi bral tar". The prize for best
prang was received by AJan for his short backwards uphill flight into some light scrub, considered by most experts to be an impossible
flight.
Day two brought with it near perfect flying
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"The Anclwr"
conditions, a cordon-bleu three course lunch on
the banks of the Murrumbidgee River interspersed with leisurely swims in the tranquil
waters. All the time this was going on Heinz was
like a woman with washing on the line. He kept
one eye on the skies. His trained eye was looki ng
for clouds. Not for rain clouds but for the right
cumulus clouds moving at an appropriate speed

Don t

and also eagles and hawks. Said Heinz, "Vhen
eagles and hawks are soaring, you know ze
thermals are present and conditions are perfect
for flying."
At about 3 in the afternoon it was on. We were
to advance forward to Kneecap. We assumed the
mountain was named for its shape and had nothing to do with any damage someone may have
sustained to that part of their lower anatomy
while flying. We dared not ask, we all had
enough confidence in our instructor and if Hei nz
thought we were ready for Kneecap, we were
ready for Kneecap. From the top we estimated
that we could see Mt Kosciusko to the south and
Mt Everest to the west.
There was no turni ng back now. I was strapped
in and attached to the neatly laid out 6 kg of
nylon and kevlar. Heinz had hold of my breast
strap, wind velocity meter in hand and he was
either giving me my last rites or flying instructions, I can't remember which. I think he said
something about flying off the ridge on the left
if I got into any trouble and then to try to steer
to the wind sock.
"Trouble!" I thought, "He never said anything
about trouble before. What could he possibly
mean?" Before I could say tally-ho, geronimo or
yoiks away, my craft was up. I had lurched
forward two baby steps and was airborne. Now
instead of going forward and down like on the
training hill , I was going up.
"A bit frightening," I thought. This was a new
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dimension. There was power in this wind and
the "spinnaker" above me was occasionally
shuddering as a slight gust ruffled its feathers.
My powers of recall were severely tested as I
searched in my mind for Heinz's teachings.
"Keep brake cables head height for best performance, practise steering left to right, watch the
windsock ... " Here I was, 200 metres above
ground level with emotions such as sheer exhilaration mixed with mild fear as I sat in the sky
just as the Wedgetail had done earlier. After
what seemed Ii ke 2 hours, but was proba bl y only
5 or6 minutes, the ground was getting closer and
moving faster. I had the windsock firmly in my
sights. One metre from the ground now, brakes
full on, I land, likea gossamer butterfly. Soft and
gentle.
Only now do I fully realise the joy of this sport.
Such pneumatic bliss is to be shared with others.
Sunday evening, all packed and ready to return
to our mundane middle-age lives, we sat and
watched the sun set on Kneecap, soft drinks in
hand, toasting our hosts and a handful of experienced flyers gathered at the Inn . Guy's classic understatement said it all, "This has to be the
best weekend I've had in a long time, the only
problem is how can we do it on a regular basis?"
Footnote: Paragliding weekends are available through Mike Spratt of Michelago Village Inn on 06 2359011. Michelago is
located about 15 minutes from Canberra.
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Read clouds and protect y our eyes with these flight glasses
that enhance cloud and shadow definition and reduce glare
• UV protection
• Blue light filter
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• Shatterproof
. Australian std AS 1067-1990

Contact; Future Wings Flight Gear. PO Box 22. Bulli . NSW 2516. Ph/fax 042 674570
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Using Your New Harness
by Christian Carmichael- Thoreson
e'd like to take this opportunity
to teach you how to use your
new harness properly so you will
have fun with it and enjoy it for many
flights to come. This may sound silly to you,
the student, since you've already been flying
quite regularly with training harnesses and
you may feel you pretty well have it all figured out as far as harnesses go. After all, how
difficult can it be to put your feet in a stirrup or cocoon or pod? Well, for most people
it isn't that difficult at all; for others it can be
hard and even dangerous, and additional
instruction is needed.
Whichever category you fall into, take
the time to read and practice the following
information to help you make this transition, and to ensure that you understand the
differences between a training harness and a
mountain harness. We want you to safely
and comfortably make a smooth transition
into your new harness.
Why is your new harness different from
a training harness? Let's take a look at training harnesses first. These harnesses are
designed to keep students in a semi-upright
flying position, without leg support. This
isn't done to keep students uncomfortable
and awake so the instructor will have their
undivided attention (although it may do
that), but rather for other reasons: It keeps
students upright so they can easily control
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the glider by flying it
from the downtubes.
It also keeps students ' heads and
shoulders higher
above the ground for
added safety in the
event
of
an
unplanned crash
landing. And last, no
leg support allows
students to learn to
effectivel y con trol
the glider by bumping their weight over
with their hips (where the main harness
straps are).
Your new harness is different. It is
designed to support all of your weight in a
prone position. This makes it easier to fly
the glider from the basetube, rather than the
downtubes, while supporting your entire
body, including your legs, for the most comfort. This is quite a difference! With full
body support, some students find they are
apt to over-control the glider, or do a considerable amount of cross-controlling. With
a harness designed for the fully prone position, it becomes a bit more difficult to fly
from the downtubes (in a semi-upright flying position) because the pilot must support
his or her weight more to maintain this
position. This often
results in pilots pushing out or pulling in
on the downtubes in
an effort to support
their weight.
Over-controlling
or cross-controlling
is common because
as students move
their hips over like
they normally would,
all of a sudden their
feet follow and go
much further to one

side than they intended. To correct this, students revert to the old cross-controlling tendency. It is very important to remember to
gently BUMP your weight over and then
back to center to effectively control the glider. Practice this on your first couple of
flights with your new harness. And be sure
to choose ideal conditions to fly in on your
first several flights with your new harness.
Keep in mind that getting your feet in
your harness and putting your hands on the
basetube is secondary to flying the glider and
watching where you are going. Up to this
point, most all of your flying experience has
been with your hands on the downtubes
and your legs dangling from the leg straps.
However uncomfortable this may be, the
glider is still very controllable and handles
just fine this way. Your priority is a proper
takeoff, flying straight away from the mountain (or following another flight plan),
maintaining proper airspeed and directional
control. Only after successfully completing
the above should you kick into your harness.
And then put one hand down on the basetube and then the other.
When it's time to move your hands back
up to the downtubes, move one hand up to
the downtube, maintaining control of the
glider, then move the other hand up.
If you are having trouble controlling the
glider after transitioning one hand, fly the
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glider like that (with one hand on the basetube and one on the downtube). You must
always maintain control of the glider, regardless of where your hands are! Never let go of
the control bar with both hands at the same
time.
You may have seen experienced pilots
launch from the mountain, kick into their
harness, zip it up, put their hands on the
basetube, pull their VG cord and make a
turn all in a marrer of seconds after launch.
You were probably impressed, and may have
thought: "Gee, that's smooth, I want to do
it just like that."
Don't rnsh it! Is there any real reason or
advantage to getting your feet in your harness and gerring zipped up and purring your
hands on the base tube in the first three seconds after launch? We don't think so, and
you inay lose control of the glider if you do.
Don't be in a hurry to imitate pilots with
years and years of experience. They make it
look easy, but it took them a lot of practice
to do it that smoothly. At this stage of the
game, it's far more important for you to
practice safe launches by doing each step of
the launch carefully and deliberately. If you
want to impress your fellow pilots, fly the
glider safely!
Remember when you were on the small
hill and you kept trying so hard to launch
the glider properly, to fly straight, and then
to land on your feet? You just couldn't get it
right. Then finally the magic day arrived
when you could do it instinctively. Without
even thinking about it you could just do it!
Getting into your harness, zipping up, etc.,
requires the same amount of practice, until
it becomes instinctive.
The following steps will help make the
transition smooth and easy. The key to success is, as always, PRACTICE.
Practice hanging in your new harness in
the shop, or at home hanging in the garage,
or impress your neighbors by hanging from
a tree in your front yard. What's the most
important thing to pay attention to while
kicking into your harness and zipping up?
It's to always look ahead (not down at the
ground and not down at the harness) and
always fly the glider. When you practice getting into your harness and zipping up, practice looking ahead. If you look down, you'll
be training yourself to look down. AlWAYS
LOOK AHEAD WHERE YOU'RE FLYlNG! Train
yourself to look ahead as you kick into your
harness and zip up.
If you can't get your feet in or you can't
get zipped up, it isn't that important - you
can still fly the glider. Looking down away
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liThe biggest cause of
accidents after launch is
looking down at the
harness, looking for the
zipper pull, or looking for
the stirrup and forgetting
to fly the glider, thereby
getting disoriented.
When you finally get into
the harness and bring
your attention back to
flying the glider, you
have - without realizing
it - done a 18~ turn
back toward launch, or
are stalled or diving right
into the mountain."

from your flight path, even for a second, can
cause disorientation and unintended pitch
or roll input, causing the glider to slow
down or speed up and/or turn. You won't
notice these changes until you look back up.
If you do look down and this happens to
you, how will you react?
The biggest cause of accidents after
launch is looking down at the harness, looking for the zipper pull, or looking for the
stirrup and forgetting to fly the glider, thereby getting disoriented. When you finally get
into the harness and bring your attention
back to flying the glider, you have - without realizing it - done a 180 0 turn back
toward launch, or are stalled or diving right
into the mountain. As stupid as this sounds,
it happens over and over and over. So practice, practice, practice. Practice makes perfect!
Afrer practicing kicking into your harness and zipping up while looking ahead,
you're ready to do it flying off the mountain.
Make sure you do a complete and thorough hang check before each flight. A nice
feature of most new harnesses is that they
will allow you to hook the harness into the
main and backup hang straps before getting
into the harness. If you hook your harness
into the glider before you get into the harness, you'll never launch unhooked!

FIRST THING TO DO:
FLY THE GLIDER
You have just launched off the mountain. The very first thing you do is fly the
glider. Again, this is the most important
thing you can do: FLY THE GLIDER. If
you don't get in the harness or the stirrup, it
isn't impottant. You can still fly the glider.
As you do this more and more, eventually, just like the training hill, your launches
will become second nature. You should try
to establish the very best habits in your
launches.
When should you zip up and when
shouldn't you? There are different philosophies, and eventually you will probably
make up your own. To start with, however,
use this rule of thumb: If you are above
launch, zip up. If you are below launch,
unzip (or stay unzipped). There is no reason
to zip up on a sled run. If you use this a
general rule of thumb it will prevent you
from doing the following.
Accident Report - Advanced-rated pilot
flying a pod harness was on final approach
at approximately 40 feet above the ground.
As the pilot was making his transition to the
downtubes, he realized he had forgotten to
unzip his harness. The pilot reached down
with his right hand to unzip the harness and
the glider pitched up and entered a severe
left turn, stalled, and dived into the ground.
This situation could have been avoided!
Remember: always FLY THE GLIDER!
What are you going to do if you get in
this situation? Hopefully you won't. But if
you do, you may just want to forget about
unzipping your harness and land the glider
on your wheels, just like the tandem flights
do in Lookout Mountain Flight Park's landing field, providing, of course, you have
wheels and you are landing in a field with
ground smooth enough to allow the wheels
to do their job. If the field isn't acceptable
for wheel-in landings, land the glider as best
you can without worrying about unzipping
the harness.
If you have any questions about this
information, ask your instructor. There's no
such thing as a silly question, and the only
stupid questions are those that go unasked.

as

Christian Carmichael- Thoreson has been flying for 14 years and has held the position of
Flight School Director at Lookout Mountain
Flight Park and Training Center for three
years. The author invites any comments or suggestions. He may be contacted at:
(706)398-3541. -Ed
~
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Townsville Hang Gliding
Assoclnc
Once a year the people of Townsville are
treated to a display of hang gliding over the city
and once a year the wind blows from an unusual
direction. When these two events coincide, as
they did in August, we become suicidal. This
year though we were lucky. None of us ended it
all because we were assured, as we have been
assured monthly for the past 18, that "The Rock
is imminent". And so, sweet and gentle readers
who follow this column regularly, awaiting
those two sweet words, "It's on", it's still imminent. (By the way Marie, we were very impressed with the colour Skysailor and if you
want any colour photos of ground displays we
are just the cl ub to provide them) .
To amuse ourselves we've been attending the
Gillies and Eungella comps . In first place at
Gillies was our very own Ethel; congratulations
Ethel. Apparently we also took the unofficial
team award for "interesting landings" and it
looks like it's going to be another profitable year
for the upright manufacturers. In spite of this
others performed well, despite severe lack of
practice and did credit to themselves and our
little club.
Somewhat on a high, Ethel organised the Eungella comp but left the weather to an authority
above cloudbase who obliged with strong winds
and grey skies. A few brave souls flew but the
comp had to be invalidated. He organised an
impromptu flight from Springsure, the ten pilots
each betting a beer. Some 75 kms later, smiling
and slurring his words, Ethel was heard to say,
"I'm an inshtructor.l'm shupposed to give Gerry
and the othersh shum flying leshonsh."
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In mid-October we're heading west for a bit
of XC and some of the Cairns boys are joining
us . Good-naturedly entitled the "Gerry ' s
Revenge Tour", expect to read of some fierce
competition, big distances and even bigger
hangovers. There's also a strong rumour that we
are to be a base for powered hang gliding. A
couple of powered paragliders landed briefly at
Donnington on a trip north, but nobody knew
they were coming! In November we'll have two
paragliders and even a third for a brief period.
Ian Young is being posted to the ACT shortly.
Being in the defence forces Ian has an impressive array of camouflaged HG accessories but
it's almost impossibl e to find him if he lands in
the wrong paddock!
Thanks to Craig Worth for his recent visit and
update.
Finally just returning from a PG trip to
England in their summer I can offer a few tips
about what to take: wellies, umbrella and wet
weather gear - no need for a glider. Personally I
shall miss the Miles Craven cartoons because
despite them being outrageous lies, just sometimes I could relate to them. I mean, who among
us hasn't at one time or another inflated our
canopies just to keep the sun off?
Regards, Robin Dawson, Secretary

Capricorn Skyriders
We're looking forward to flying our first summer from 3 new sites in the Biloela and
Marlborough areas . Don't be surprised if
CMac's Queensland record is broken early in
the season. All 3 sites now have locked access
and require a club pilot there on the day. Contact
phone numbers are in Skysailor.
Sadly, Fran Wing our Regional Rep, club
members and friend has moved to the Sunshine
Coast. Our loss is their gain. I'm sure a few of
us will be travelling south for the odd weekend
to maintain connections . Thanks Fran for the
hard work you put in over the past and your
unselfish attitude to the sport. Many of us have
benefited from your enthusiasm and admi nistration, flying, site clearing and the occasional pick
ups.

At our next meeting we will be organising the
busy summer ahead.
Brian Hampson

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
The last meeting was held at Tewantin and
hosted by Karen and Dave Cookman. The BBQ
and meeting was an enjoyable evening. Than~
Dave and Karen.
Jeannie has been raising funds throughout
Noosa Heads with raffles of Scratch-it boards.
Jean 's special talents in this area, and not forgetting her exceptional beauty, has resulted in a
considerable sum for the club. It doesn't need to
be said, but I will anyway; Jean you are one of
the Club' s greatest assets and friends and we all
love you tremendously.
A newsletter will be sent out advising of the
tow weekend at Wondai in late November.
A weekend flyin/Christmas meeting will be
held at Widgee in December. Bring your tent
and guitars for another sing along under the
stars.
See you there.
Ron Rimkus

Canungra Hang Gliding Club
Canungra is now eerily quiet, since the outflux
of pilots who had come here from all over
Australia for the s lJ on-to-be-l e gendary
Canungra Classic. (OR after this year is it already legendary?) There are no cars with glider
racks on every corner. The motel car park isn ' t
packed with four wheel drives. The campsite
seems empty, and so do the cafes, the RSL and
the shops. Drew Cooper's car isn't outside the
TAB. Gordo's not hitting boundaries on the
oval; no in fact, he's at home nursing his poor
mangled mind and body through the second day
of the hangover which was the prize for wi nni ng
B grade in the Classic. Which is why it has fallen
to me to write this. Geoff Tulloch, the popular
overall winner, probably won't be seen for a
week. He was last seen at the party after presentation night getting some coaching from the Old
Master, Drew Cooper, on how to properly
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of o\lr club members enabled our Beechmont
celebrate your victory. Geoff seemed to have
site to be re-opened for the competition week.
a natural talent for the requirements, which
involve quaffing large amounts of Bourbon,
The site is used for about half of our flying
holding down the presentation dinner, not
and was therefore vital for a good competition. Huge thanks go to Stuart Lutton, John
dropping your (unique and stunning) trophy,
and Judy Durand, Neville and A1donna
and keeping at least one leg between your C
ofG and the ground. I think Geoff showed the
Thompson and Richard Nevins for theirwork.
world that he's got the right stuff to be back
Hopefully by the time this is printed we will
there again and again. It seems a shame
have answered all of the landowners comthough not to be able to remember such an
plaints and uncertainties and secured the site
once more but for now ... oh, it's OK, it's
auspicious occasion.
blowing westerly today. I'd better go up the
The competition went well even though our
hill. It'll be eerily quiet in the air too.
area didn't provide anywhere near its best
conditions. A couple of days of rain and a Mick O'Dowd launching from A TOG (Air time of
Lift, be in it.
large cu-nim knocked out3 of the fiying days,
Gunningblanc - photo Graeme Cox
Nick D iLLane
but the cu-nim did provide Steve Blenkinsop
I think I can confidently say that the drivers,
with an opportunity to follow up the night
wives, girlfriends, boyfriends, children and pets
before's short lecture on flying in cloud with a
had as much fun as the pilots . Well they didn't
practical demonstration for those interested.
have the distraction of having to think about
Bring your thermal underwear next year,
flying did they? They could focus on the true
Blinky.
purpose of the gatheringofthe flying folk in this
The Women's Open was incorporated into the
small town, the Real Points Competition. And
Classic and Neva Bull proved a revelation,
what a contest! There was singing, dancing,
giving the other female pi lots a shock by outflydummy
spitting, cheating, suntan lotion applicaing them on the first two days before bombing
tion,
theft,
bullfighting, tlirting, evil plotting,
out and allowing Toni Noud to ease herself into
cane toad eating, amazing sporting achievethe winning position (hope the trophy's still
Great Lakes Hang Gliding
ments, charitable donations, perving, eyelash
intact, Toni).
Club Inc
tinting and poetry. Oh, and of course, bribery
Aside from the fiying the week was big on fun
Howdy everyone,
(well, this is Queensland, isn't it?) Wot fun.
and laughs. In fact Richard Nevin has suggested
Well summer has hit early this year with some
A big sigh of relief was sighed two days before
to me that next year we call it the Canungra
great flights being logged already from the fanthe comp began, when the hard efforts of some
Classic and hang gliding competition .
tastic local sites we have here. Last month Jim

New South Wales

PROTECH RACE
AUTOMATIC "LAID BACK"
positioning when activating
the speed bar.
INTEGRATED RESERVE
CONTAINERS AND RISERS.
OPTIONAL BALLAST BAG for
10 lit res of water or inflated
for extra protection.
AUTOMATIC SHOULDER
STRAPS ADJUSTMENT.
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State, Club and Region News ... continued ...
"The Crim" Parsons and I were flying "Bootibooti" point, one of our better known NE sites
one Sunday afternoon, when we suddenly
realised this was not ordinary day. The thrill of
having my first hang glide in about 8 months
turned to a chuckle of sheer delight as I climbed
past my personal "best height' on Booti-booti ,
to top out at 2100'. From there it was an easy
glide across the bay to patrol the cliffs at Shelley
Beach looking for any "white pointers" that may
be lurking in the shallows waiting to pounce on
one of the unsuspecting Naturalists swimming
there.
A great flight to herald the start of a great
season and a promise of things to come, so if you
area current financial member of the HGFAand
hold a valid rating of any description and want
some great flying this season, give us a call,
we'd be glad to help in anyway.
I recently had the privilege and the pleasure to
be involved in the "Great Flight North", which
for those of you who haven't heard, was a fund
raising flight by 50 or so trikes from Mascot
airport in Sydney to Cape York Peninsular. Unfortunately I could not get the time off work to
complete the whole trip but my wife and I flew
along for the first day, some 280 kilometres from
Sydney to Taree.
Taxiing onto Runway 25 for takeoff was an
awesome feeling as it stretch out in front of you
for over 2.5 kilometres (especially when we
could have taken off across it!) . A quick
clearance from the control tower was all thatwas
needed to see us blasting off watching the airport
unfold below us before turning left and heading
out across Botany Bay for our trip up the coast
to Williamtown RAAF base and then on up the
coast to Taree. I could ramble on for hours about
how good this flight was but I'll leave it up to
you to watch "The World Around Us" special
that they are producing in the near future.

My sincere personal thanks, along with those
of the whole Triking community I'm sure, go to
Luke Carmody and any or all of his helpers in
his tireless efforts to make this become reality.
I'm sure the CAAand the general public will see
us in a better light from now on.
That's enough from me for this month. If you
would like to come and fly with us please give
us a call, we'd love to have you . Oh and by the
way, don 't forget our Christmas partylfly-in is
on in a couple of weeks on 27th November;
everyone is welcome. We hope to see you there
as well!!
Until then ... hang tight.
Beetle Bailey
Hint for the month
Don't feel pressured to "perform" on your first
couple of flights for the season. If the conditions
aren't quite right to launch or you feel uncomfortable in the air for some reason (maybe the
wind is very light and you have to fly too close
to the hill for comfort), don't push it, there wi II
be another day soon when you can fly with
complete safety. Ease back into flying and I can
guarantee you'll enjoy it a lot more.
Fly safe, Beetle

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

Twenty-five members attended the meeting
11 October 1993 at the Moyes Loft. Bill Moyes
was elected Chairman and Dave McLoskey,
Deputy. Bill spoke on the Worlds Comp at the
Owens Valley, the airshow at Oshkosh and his
Dragonfly which is due back next week after
certification trials in Victoria .
Steve Hocking has been in touch with the Base
Commander and the Chief Safety Officer at the
RAAF Base, Richmond and submitted a
preliminary proposal to permit NSW HGA
members to fly at the Base. A formal agreement
is now being prepared for the Base
Commander's approval.
The Base Commander invited the NSW HGA
to participate in the RAAF Open Day in march
'94 when some 200,000 to 300,000 people were
expected to visit the Base as part of the Hawkesbury Bi-Centenary Celebrations. The Hawkesbury Municipal Council has welcomed the
suggestion, and plans for this are now being
drafted.
Ian Jarman organised a "Wingtips" Handicap
Meet at Tumut on 3rd October when advanced
pilots led groups of novice and intermediate
pilots competing for airtime. Judith Goldstone
and her "A" team were clear winners .
Gina attended the Womens' Flyin held at
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CanungralMt Tamborine organised by Helen
Ross and the women's committee. Emphasis
was placed on launching and landing skills as
much as airtime flown, and Gina came third.
Clive Gilmore reported that a great deal of
work had been done on the Rylstone club house
during the f1yin/working bee on 27 September
1993. The windows had been repaired and
sealed, the glass door had been replaced and the
building painted outside. It now appeared
waterproof, but the grass needs cutting again
with the coming of the rain and the warm
weather, which emphasises the need to get a
slasher and perha ps a tractor as soon as possi ble.
David pointed out that Rylstone is such an importantsite for all the major clubs in both regions
that there should be a joint effort to maintain it
properly, and share the expense.
Steve Hocking, Secretary

Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
The aero-towing at Richmond RAAF Base
has been temporarily stalled due to the fact that
the c hosen weekend happened to co-incide with
the RAAF choosing to re-calibrate their ILS
system which requires a specially equipped
aircraft to fly a number of pre-set approaches.
Since the cancellation there has been no contact
between ourselves and the Sydney cI ub. Perhaps
if we started talking to one another something
might happen.
We are still looking at winch towing in the
Richmond-Windsor area. The RAAF will not
allow us to winch tow on the airfield but there
are several nearby sites which are under negotiation with landowners. The plan is to have one
ground based VHF radio at the winch in contact
with Richmond Tower. The winch and all pilots
flying would carry UHF radios . Or alternatively
a mobile telephone in place of the VHF radio .
This also is under negotiation at the moment
with Richmond ATe.
The winch itself is still undergoing a major
refit at Richmond Air Base and still awaiting
new wire. I think there will be a spontaneous
round of applause the first time a glider leaves
the ground on our winch system. It 's been such
a long time with so many difficulties.
Our club entered a team in the "Wingtips"
competition held on the October long weekend
down in the Tumut area. Despite the worst rain
depression in recorded history passing through
the area causing extreme flooding, including our
campsite which had to be partially evacuated
Sunday night, we actually got one day's flying
out of it. Our thanks to Ian Jarman for organising
the event. Hopefully the second half in November will give us better weather conditions.
Our club meets on the last Tuesday of each
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month at the Sportsman Hotel, Kildare Rd,
Blacktown commencing approximately 7.30
pm. New members are always welcome. Come
along and introduce yourself.
David Middleton, President

Stanwell Park Snippets
Yee-har, it's almost summer! It's been on a bit
and there has been some nice flying. Snippets
apologises for having gone into hiding over
winter, so to make up for that there's plenty of
news in ·this issue.
Where better to start than safety? We've got a
lot of pilots who fly regularly at Stanwell (and a
few old-timers who don't fly so often) who are
giving up some of their precious time on
weekends to try to help safety along a bit (the
schools do the job during the week). The 'duty
pilots' wearredcaps with the club's name on the
front. If you need help or advice, ask them . If
they can't help you they'll try to find someone
who can. They'll also have the difficult job of
checking membership and ratings, so try to
make their job a little easier by introducing
yourself to them and have a chat about conditions, etc. Duty pilots, if you haven't got your
cap yet, come to the December meeting or see
Andrew or Helen .
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The club will be having
a 'Welcome to new club
members' barbie and
video night on Sunday
December 5th at 7.30 pm
at
Helensburgh
Workmans ' Club. Carcass, salads, bread, a display of the latest
intermediate and beginners gliders and other
gear, and a selection of the
best HG/pG videos will
be aid on (Tim Travers '
amazing exploits etc) .
New members will be adPhil Robinson flying Mt Spring, ACT
mitted for the special discount annual fee of $10,
locked in a box behind the ice cream van. Ask
so you should get your money's worth on the
Rex and Carol in the van, local instructors and
first night. If you plan to fly at Stanwell this
safety officers for the key if it's needed. Emersummer, come along and join the club.
gencies only, please.
There are four new windsocks at Stanwell; 1
The club had 2 teams in the "Wingtips" comp
on the point, 2 north of the east face launch, 3
at Tumut recently. The teams flew well and
west of the SE top landing area, and 4 on the SE
safely to come 3rd in ordinary conditions and
corner of the lower cliffs. Get to know how they
were coached by Mark Newland. Thanks Mark
behave but don't rely solely on them. Always
and well done boys and girl.
use the other wind indicators such as water and
The new club T-shirts, celebrating the
vegeta ti on. Earl y reports sa y tha tthe sock on the
forthcoming 1994 Lawrence Hargraves Internalower cliffs in par.ticular may read a bit further
tional Centenary HG and PG competitions, are
to the north than the actual direction on the
on sale. $20 short sleeve, $25 long sleeve. The
beach, so be careful. If the sock looks like being
shirts are a winner with a classic design by our
a real problem, we'll remove it.
dearly departed Adam Hunt. You can buy them
There's also an emergency OOO-onJy phone

o
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NO\IV IN STOCK
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Radios
Icom IC A 20 MKII Airband
Icom IC 40 UHF
Icom IC 40 G UHF
Also headsets, switch boxes,
spare battery packs and more.
Phone now for competitive prices!

\-
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Helmets
Carabiners (steel)
P.A. Parachutes
Sjostrom Variometres
AirBorne T-Shirts

$60
$29
$550
$680
$25

Bankcard, Visa, Mastercard weJcome

•

AirBorne Windsports 12130 Kalaroo Rpad, Redhead, NSW 2290 Australia
Telephone (049) 499199 Fax. (049) 499395
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State, Club and Region News ... continued ...
at the club meetings, comps, from the ice cream
van and kiosk at Stanwell, or from Helen and
Andrew. Be seen in the coolest shirt this summer!
Local and overseas entries are starti ng to roll
in for the HG Hargrave comp, and there will be
a limit of 40 pilots so get in early by calling
Kieran Tapsell on 042 942645. This will be a
unique comp set along the beautiful IIIawarra
escarpment with foot launches from Stanwell,
Tongarra and Mt Kiera, and aero towing from
Albion Park Airport.
Fly safely and see you soon .
The Snippets Team
Stop Press: The club Christmas party is on
Friday 10 December, from 8 pm to 1 am-ish at
Stanwell park Surf Club, Beach Road. We' re
having a rock'n'roll band so there will bea small
cover charge. Cheap drinks at the bar. All pilots,
family and friends welcome; come along and
make it a big night! We'll also try to get Newcastle Club down on the weekend of 11-12
December for a friendly competition, so keep
the weekend free.

for all sites on CNR land. The licences were to
be issued for each site and were renewable every
year at a cost of $104, plus $36 for administration costs. This proposal would have effectively
devoured over half our annual budget. John
Adams, John Twomey and Steve Trone argued
a strong case on behalf of the VHGA. The
situation will hopefully have been ratified by the
time you read this article.
Due to the diversity of the VHGA and the
number of different aviation disciplines it represents we believe it' s about time a new logo
should be developed to reflect that diversity. If
you have any ideas please forward them to the
VHGA PO Box 400 Prahran 3181.
Showers and electricity have finally been installed at the Raglan oval (Mt Cole) . Unfortunately I don't have any other details .
Till next month, safe flying,
Steve Trone

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

~~~~

Victoria

PARAGLIDING

Summer is just around the corner,and it's time
for that yearly reminder that SMOKING is not
permitted at any sites, for obvious reasons. If
you need to smoke then do it in the car.
A meeting between the VHGA and the CNR
(Conservation and Natural Resources) on 12
October hopefully adverted paying licence fees

MELBOURNE
Welcome honourable punters to the Skyhigh
Paragliding Club column for November. Spring
has been doing just that for quite a while now,
with progress being made in leaps and bounds
at many sites, coastal and inland. More on that
later.
All who attended the October club meeting at
the Retreat Hotel in Abbotsford will know what
I mean when 1 say it was full. A big crowd of
new and old faces gathered to share the PG
wisdom. 1'm sorry ifI ca n 't remem ber the na mes
of all the newly licensed pilots; the committee
extends a big welcome to um, Matt, Brad
and anyone else who wants one! Anyway,
if you 're a newy, please throw yourself into
the club and punting with vigour.

.....
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EI Prez K-K-Ken Mitchelhill has scarpered overseas for a few weeks, allegedly
in the quest for expensive equipment for his
lab at work. A book is running that the
beggar actually stuffed his wing under all
the sales brochures for test tubes in his
suitcase, and headed straight to the nearest
hill on arrival. As he was absent, Ken's
illustrious and publicity shunning Number
2, Paul Harrison, chaired the action packed
meeting. Brian Webb was kind enough to

Steve Hoefs flying Ochre Point,
SA -P Louise Pearton
It really is amazing to see the number of fledglings Charly and Webby put through their
schools. The Wedge tailed eagles around the
country side must be thinking we're having a
population explosion. Of course most of these
new pilots are looking for something to fly. Well
they need look no further than the last issue of
Australian Paragliding news . The annual equipment issue was jam packed with info about all
the currently available new wings and things.
Also, the second hand section was looking very
full, with bargains available on many brands.
Just 'cos a wing is a year old doesn't mean it
won ' t fly -look at Steve Trone's 35 kID effort a
few months ago on his Swing Zenith. Go for it!
An epic Saturday was had on October the 2nd
down on the West Coast by all accounts (except
mine 'cos 1 was on the East coast, bummer).
Winkipop was the takeoff of choice and exceptional conditions saw many paragliders and a
lone hangie (nice one Henry) at 1000 ft over the
southside-lronbark bowl for hours (makes you
sick doesn't it?!) . Several (n!) punters made the
long sought Point Addis crossing, with Wally
Taws (Firebird Navajo) and Ken Mitchelhill
(Ding-dong Avon Sphinx) actually crossing the
river at Anglesea. As if that wasn't enough,
Wade Bishop coaxed his Challenger C across
the river AND got up on the next point (thus
earning the October Flight of the Month). Special mentions for Tiny Tim Stevenson going
tandem with Gary, (Gary was later heard praising the value of his 25 kg "self propelled ballast"), and also to Tony Casselli, and Jim "Lad"
McColgan; it was about time they had a good
flight.
The widespread flooding up north has put a
dampener on a couple of towing weekends
(anyone for water skiing?), but no doubt Ron
McKenzie will devise some ingenious "payout
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sponge" to dry the strip soon .
The Dunny seat award for October has never
been so closely fought. Yours truly got a
nomination for getting bogged on the road
(ahem, lake!) into Red Rock. (Your honour,
mitigating circumstances - spurious radio instructions from Froggy Danger, who very kindly
gave us a tow out). Next time I ' m going to walk
in from Point Addis! No, the true winner was our
beloved Brian Webb, for getting into a spot of
bother whilst flying solo on a tandem glider on
Bright Hill. Brian confirmed with me that he had
been underweight on the glider, ran into some
instability problems on the wrong side of a ridge
and was forced to land somewhere in the depths
of Bakers Gully. Are you within the wing loading of your glider?
Splinter club membership is growing, with
Greg Todd having impaled his lovely blue Rubis
on a nasty dead tree at the end of a long thermal
flight. Shame of a way to finish a flight. Still,
Ray Williams at Para-Dynamics has no doubt
attracted some business!
That's about it for this month. Remember, fly
high, fly safe and within your limits . Seeya next
month!

North East Victoria
Try Some P.R.

North East Vic Club has decided to try something new - it's called public relations! The catch
is, we don't want to have to do it all the time, we
want YOU to do it.

Before you spit the dummy and start making
rude remarks - read on and you will see that
AIRBORNE and the North East Vic. Club are
trying to puta little incentive there. I know some
pilots think there is not much landowners can do
to stop us landing in their paddocks so we don ' t
have to worry about good P.R. - WRONG.
Landowners have a very effective way of stopping us landing in their paddocks - they get our
launches closed!!! Not very likely, some of you
say - WRONG AGAIN, it's already happened!
Last year, after much negotiating with the
bureaucracy, the Club received approval for a
new launch on Mt Porepunkah, under the best
resident thermal in the Ovens valley and very
much needed as we don't have a good high S.E.
launch . So we madesurewe had all the i'sdotted
and t's crossed, and we employed a guy to drop
the trees, which he did. We then organised a
working bee to clear it all up and make a good
smooth take off. A few days before the working
bee, with the trees already down, we get the
STOP,STOP,STOPsignal from the authorities .
It turns out thatwe had not donea good enough
P.R. job with the landowners in the area. They
had raised objection to the launch with the
authorities and wanted it closed. To cut a long
story short - they won; we lost; the launch was
closed and we then had to replant the trees on
the cleared area. But that still wasn't the worst
of it. Due to the can of worms that these landowners had stirred up, all the other launches
were put under threat and we had to then put in

planing permit applications for all our existing
Grown land launches and justify why we should
keep them! As a result North East Vic members
are very conscious of keeping up good P.R. with
landowners.
All this has led us to a new concept for the
coming comp season - we are having a landowner LUCKY DRAW PRIZE. The idea is that
each entrant in the Bogong Cup and the
Australian Open will get a ticket for each compo
day on which they enter the name and address
or phone number of the owner of the paddock
they land in. After saying "thanks" to the owner
for the use of their paddock, they tell the owner
about the prize and they fill out the ticket and
hand this in each night with their landing form .
On presentation night for the Open a ticket is
drawn out and the landowner named gets a very
good prize (we are currently looking at $750
worth of agriculture product.) WHY should the
pilots bother? Because AIRBORNE have been
kind enough to donate a Brauniger Basis Alto
Vario for the pilot who puts in the winning
ticket.
AIRBORNE started as a hang gliding school
and have developed into a major hang glider and
trike manufacturer who export all over the
world. They know the IMPORTANCE of good
P.R. and are prepared to support pilots who
make the effort too. AIRBORNE have been
making aircraft for the past 8 years and are the
only hang gliding manufacturer in Australia
who have a Government and eAA approved

~----------------------------~ ~------------------------------~
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ELM LODGE
MOTEL

High Adventure
Cross Country Tour
Dates:

10th - 19th December 1993
Aero towing
Winch towing
Hill flying

Fully escorted tour. Accommodation,
FROM

PER PERSON

meals and transport all provided.

Paraglider pilots welcome

Group Bookings Discount Available
17 Units including 5, 2 bedroom units available all with private
facilities, including linen. BYO towel. 1 acre cottage gardens, 2
minutes walk to town centre. Dining room, old style country
cooking. BYO, or B&B $20
Swimming pool, gas covered-in B.B.Q. & laundry facilities

Your hosts: Bert & Chris Bartlett
Wood Street, Bright 3741 Ph: (057) 551144 Fax: (057) 552208
November 1993

Contact Lee Scott now on

065 565265
phone & fax
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Total Quality Glntrol Program. This is a reSteve Blenkinsop and Gary Fimeri . It was a
quirement for the trike manufacturing side of . reasonable weekend for most enthusiasts, but,
alas, a few pilots were left sun baking in
things but AIRBORNE still apply itto their hang
Bumsfield tow paddock.
gliders - all the gliders are checked via the
program - a comfortable piece of knowledge
It was good to see a lot more pilots this year,
when you are flying an AIRBORNE glider.
especially the paragliders! I hope the eager disposi tions prevail throughout the whole competiWhen the Japanese heard about
tion. Stu Brown introduced a few pilots to his
AIRBORNE'S quality control program the orders jumped noticeably and now AIRBORNE is
U-beaut Ute this season making the Rural Alterexporting about 10 gliders a week - mostly to
native take on a whole new perspective.
Japan and Germany.
Sue and Colin Hansen were fascinated with
AIRBORNE'S current hang gliders are the
Pat "the amazing" Finch's trolley, and Claire
BUZZ, a training glider; the STING, an interFunnell left George with a car full of barbecued
mediate (also available in the smallest size lamb chops after running over a stale sheep
118); and the BLADE, (their latest high perforcarcass during a tow. Bon appetite, George!
mance glider). AIRBORNE also manufacture a
Beware pilots of spontaneous dust devils. It
high quality trike called the EDGE in a variety
certainly doesn't pay to just stand around until
of configurations. They now also have the agenthe last minute before running to your gliders.
cy for Briiuniger instruments - hence the pilot
Unfortunately Julius Makk found this out the
prize for our new idea. The Briiuniger for the
hard way, with not one flight to be had for the
prize is called the Basis - but it is not basic. It is
whole weekend and George Kambas was very
a sophisticated AIt/Vario with liquid crystal dislucky!
play; QNH/QFE altitude memory, low power
On a final note about the comps . Rumour has
consumption - 200 hr. operation; memory funcit that one very well known pilot has been extion for the last 5 flights; metre/sec. or feet/min .
peri menti ng wi th cockroaches in the
vario; para or hang glider mounts and compenmicrowave. What an interesting culinary
sated altimeter and vario .
delight!
Whilst ALL pilots should know the value of
Congratulations to George & Michelle on the
P.R., with AIRBORNE putting up such a good
birth of their baby daughter, Mellita Rose
pilot prize, the incentive will be there to actually
Thompson. George certainly will never be on
do a bit. If the idea works well we may look at
time now!!!
extending it in future years.
Happy flying,
Happy Landings
Over/Under
lohnAdams, President NEVHGC

mailing week record!!
No one knew atthe ti me how far Col had tlown
as his radio died on the way. Many thanks must
go to Sarah who must have thought she was
going for a 10 km pickup. Other good efforts
during the week came from Scourge, Pete B,
Anna, Brad, the lads and Mark Thompson who
gave an excellent rendition of a YAHOO while
leaving his radio mike locked on ...
On the safety side it was fairly quiet with only
a couple of downtubes, although I hear Kelvin
owes me an incident report for unknowingly
escaping from his harness whilst in mid flight.
Last month also saw Kevin Magennis over in
Perth with his trike. Many TIFs were taken and
a lot of people who don ' t normally get to fly and
are often left sweltering in a paddock were able
to taste the dizzy heights over York. Many
thanks to Kevin and to Airsports for organising
the flights . The bonus for WA is the tri ke is
staying here and may soon be seen in the skies .
Christmas Party!! BBQ - smorgasbord. Free
drinks, dancing girls. You have to be there!
When?? Where?? Details, details, you will
just have to bloody well find out for yourselves.
Fly safe,
Steve Endres

Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club

SAHGA
Notonly has spring hittown, but also competition fever is upon everyone of us . Elise, Sue and
Birgit have flown the coop to attend the
Australian Women's Open comp held in the
Canungra area . Good luck girls .
The first round of the SAHGA '93;'94 comp
has now been flown with Peter Hood ahead of

Dear Fellow Ground Skimmers
Well it is that time of year once more when
thoughts turn to thermals. There has been stacks
happening already this season .
The last HGAWA meeting saw an excellent
video from South Australia showing footage of
eagles attacking a hang glider. This will be
shown again at the next meeting. The first Tuesday in December. BE THERE!!
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The world's lightest full face helmet made
from the world's strongest fibres.
Available in 3 sizes: s/m/l
Now also available from Aerial Technics
042942545

Phone 075 463021

Spring thermalling
week gave people the
chance to dust the cobwebs offthei r gli ders, sl ip
on the Antarctic tlying
suit and set sail over the
wide blue yonder of
Wongan Hills . There was
some epic efforts, none
more awesome than our
own Captain Col Bevan.
His best was approximately 120 kms
which was a spring ther-

We said it was going to be good! The Spring
Thermalling week can be described as nothing
other than a brilliant success . What a summer it
is going to be! Cloud bases were between 3,500'
and 6,000' every day despite relatively mild
temperatures . The longest flight was 125 kms by
Col Bevan, well done Nat (and) King Col. There
were heaps of other good distances flown, many
putting a big dent in 100 km .
Many novices got what they came for with
most getting away at some stage. One with lots
of noticeable performances was Mark Stokoe.
Watch this guy, his consistency did not go unnoticed by some of the more experienced flyers .
Paragliders were seen in our paddock for the
very first time. This prompted competition organisers to immediately include them in this
year's compoThere is even a $10,000 prize for
a new paragliding distance record.
Remember: this year's comp will be the biggest and the best ever! You cannot afford to miss
it. The dates a re February 26th to March 7th.
Thanks to Moyes and Airborne for providing
a co uple of demo gliders, a nd Airsports for
giving out lots of tows during o ur very popular
fly in .
Goodbye!
Phil Wainwright .
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ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CHALLENGER C
- From PRO DESIGN a true breakthrough in performance and ease of
handling with a proven track record. Suitable for both intermediate and
advanced pilots. Amazing stability and handling in difficult conditions with
Class NB SHV Acfpuls rating. High speed (45 km/hr) and superb glide ( >
7: 1) make this the canopy that finally
bridges the gap between high performance
expert only and intermediate with
intermediate performance. A test flight will
surprise and even convince the sceptics.
This has become the high-performance
canopy against which others are
measured. Fly the canopy which has the
highest measured glide of any certified canopy (Bezau Austria '92) and
the speed which won the Torrey Pines air race '92. (Second Place '93)
From $4750.

COMPACT
- Brand new design which capitalizes on the
stability and stress fly easy flying of the Challenger
\\
Classic but with performance approaching the
Challenger C. Suitable for the am~ious
intermediate pilot who desires a c(Jm
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of
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performance and safety.susu
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CHALLENGER CLASSIC
- Firmly dedicated to the entry level/intermediate class, a well proven
performer, its reputation is well deserved, good performance under varied
conditions as well as good-natured ness in difficult piloting situations.
Excellent glide ratio (measured at 6.4 to 1) and easy handling. New type of
speed system extends speed range to more than 40 km/hr. Suitable for both
beginning and intermediate pilots. SHV Acfpuls Class A. From $3850.

GARRY STEVENSON
43 Reynolds Road, Belmont, Vic, 3216.
Phone 018351389BH, AH/Fax 052412100
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
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STOLEN
From Randwlck 18 September: Air Support
Wedgy harness black with grey tail also
Flytec 3020 varlo/alt Ser No. 291411475 also
White Supertop helmet & blue digital airspeed
Indicator all in black harness bag. Please contact
John 059 624775 $100 reward on each Item

Foil 1150B Race (int) ex World Masters glider new
side wires will go to best offer ph Greg 042 941482
Edge 582 LC (124 hrs) ex cond registered fully
certified full instrumentation helmets intercom VHF
radio covers trailer $17000 ph 049 371781

WANTED

Foil Combat 152C (int) orange & blue comp sleeves
flies great $1600 ono also
Sjostrom varlo gd cond $480 ono ph Paul 02
5217931 H, 2373853 W

Small pod harness or cocoon suit 5'1' ph Ray 03
5239458

Moyes XS 189(exp int) gd colours gd cond $950 ph
Craig Docherty 02 8766050 H

Second hand Intermediate gliders ph Ross 018
687020,049431900

Moyes Mars 170 (nov) yellow & white new uprights
side wires & bolts ex cond $1000 Camden 046
556296

Trike old dual seat trike (preferably Duncan ie Airborne) for parts Anything considered, wing & motor
not necessary ph Winton 060 243503 Wodonga Vic
Tandem glider certified & in gd cond please ph
Steve 057 551724 or 018 570168

LOST
24th September Somewhere below takeoff at Rex's
Lookout, Far North Queensland, wrist altimeter black
with black velcro strap. Finder please ring 004
242740AH

OVERSEAS
Barograph - PC Lelmkuhler FAI approved IBM
compatible best offer must be sold also
Briunlger alto/Varlo Pili $600 ono owner living
overseas - in Sydney 1-27 December contact Alex
de Waal 047 573523 or Germany 089 8416149, fax
0898949348

NEW SOUTH WALES
Blitz 155 (exp int) black red grey & white gd cond
$2900 ph AI Giles 049 430674
2 x Ultracom helmets with intercom & PTT (push to
talk) $600 ph Jason 02 9487032
GTR 182 (int) gd cond 1 owner since new never bent
faired uprights & king post speed bar new side wires
$650 ono ph 02 4169496
Foil 152C (int) orange LE grey/white US gd cond
$1400 ph Paul '02 5883494
Varlo Sjostrom vario/altimeter ex cond a steal at
$350 ph Greg 066 280356
Pod harness Moyes 5'10'-6'2' ex cond white top
red under $380 also
Moyes cocoon backpack harness suit 5'6'-5'9'
blue with rainbow stripes gd cond $100 also
Cocoon ham.ss Stanwell Soaring suit 6'~ '3'
black with rainbow perf cond $160 also
Skytrek Bandit 180 (int) ex cond low hrs more
storage than flying time $350 ph Matt 042 943004

Gyro II 180 (nov) 20 hrs airtime in ex cond you will
not find a trainer glider in better shape $1700 02
8752641
Moyes XS Easy 155 (int) mauve LE blue yellow US
speed barfaired uprights batten profile & Moyes Pod
harness $2000 ono ph Ken 048 864377 W, 018
403028 H after 5pm
Altair 188 (nov) vgd cond v low hrs $800ono ph 065
660630

XS 155 (exp int) keel hang gd cond for its age dacron
LE pink LE fluoro yellow TS white US $1500 ono ph
Rodney 066 858868
Combat 139 (int) green & grey US white TE & TS
flies well reas cond $1500 pilot gaining weight also
Moyes pod suit 5'7' -5'10' $150 ph Phillip 049
676092
Probe 165 (int) gd cond blue LE yellow US white MS
no flutters speed bar new glider bag batten profile
flies great $480 ph Graham 018 411378 Port Macquarie
Blitz 155 (exp int) 12 mths old immac kevlar LE & TE
grey TS mauve & grey US $2950 ph Mark 042
852728
Mission 170 (nov) pod & h'elmet all ex cond low
flying time $2100 ono also
Mars 150 (nov) pod & helmet all ex cond low flying
time $1600 ono ph Philippe or Fiona W 022613477,
H 02 5289304
Moyes GTR 162 VG (int) red LE yellow & white sail
fully faired new side wires gd cond original owners
manual & batten profile recommended pilot weight
130-230 Ibs $600 call David 02 6236961 (St Marys)

Blitz 155 (exp int) black & hot pink US white TS with
silver frame top cond $2900 plus
Scott Harness suits 5'9'-5'11 ' pilot black body
camera & radio pockets with red top gear bag side
pockets & chute container $600 ph Michael 049
524856

XS Easy 155 (int) in gd cond going cheap as owner
overseas URGENT SALE! white LE & TS orange &
yellow US Make an offer! ph Helen 042 943665

Foil Combat 152C (int) my new Desire has arrive &
the trusty Combat remains unsold It has a white LE
pink & lilac US incl competition sleeves & tip fairings
& is in ex cond The financial strain is becoming
intolerable so believe me any reasonable offer of
around $2500 will be v favourably considered! David
Phillips 024562521 H, 02 4176177 W

Radio Clearance Sale! Set up your own intercom 4
x speakers 2 x noise lim mikes + intercom unit for
VHF top military-type quality cost $800 will sell for
$400 also
VHF radio $300 also
Emergency Locator Beacon (ELB) $300 get
properly set up for tha trike expedition 049 873255,
049 886146 AH

o

Mission 170 (nov) ex cond also incl Moyes pod
harness & parachute the lot $2000 ph Ian 02
4197139 AH, 3441598 W
Blitz 1515 (exp int) with deep A-frame in ex cond with
low air time The sail is still clean & crispy $2500 ono
Nicholas Palaric 065 565265
XS 142 (exp int) lime green power rib sail extra luff
line no dive sticks $2500 ph Kev 049523187
Advance Sigma 27 sq m 3 yrs old in ex cond sail
crisp & unfaded speed system Advance quality
Swiss material & construction fluoro yellow & pink an
ex int wing gd sink rate & glide easy to inflate &.
ground handle due to shorter lines Irs yours for
$2500 ono ph Peter Gray 028743503
Harness Moyes pod suit 5'4' ~'2' pilot $250
Harness apron gd cond $50 also
Reserve Parachute brand new Pulled Apex brand
cond $400 ono ph 042
971923

PROFESSIONAL

Para glider Monarch 24 sq
m gd cond 35 hrs airtime
pink & yellow $1000 ph 02
6250489
Foil 152 Combat (int) fluoro
orange mylar LE black &
orange mylar US with or
without LE stiffeners fair
cond quick release fittings
$1250 also
Mega II 170 (nov) gd cond
$300 ph Len 068 537220
Blitz 148 (exp int) ex cond
white LE purple US white
MS kevlar TE $3000 ph
Wayne 049 292175 H

U8/30 KALAROO ROAD , REDHEAD NSW 2290
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$500 ph 065 821966

GTR 162 (int) pink LE yellow
insert white main gd cond

Mission 170 (nov) new va rio parachute & upright
pod harness ex cond $2000 ph Danny 02 5678887

Gyro II 180 (nov) red LE rainbow TS gd cond +
Blackhawk pod harness + Parachutes Australia
chute spare upright & batten profile $1350 ono the
lot ph Ray 02 8992784
XS 155 (exp int) great looking & flying glider ex cond
see August 93 HGFA calendar flyaway for only
$2100 ph Glenn Salmon 02 9180091 H, 9382855 W
Ball varios x 2 Both 651 dual scale 1 ft increments
1990 manufact & 1991 manufact $500 ea ph 066
803391 ask for Drew Cooper or leave your name &
no .
XS 142 (exp int) gd cond grey LE red & green US
fully faired new wires spare upright & F .G . tip the
sports car of glides priced to sell quickly at $2250 ono
ph 02 4122098
Mission 170 (nov) 20 hrs airtime ex cond LE blue
MS white & blue faired king post $1950 ono ph
Michael (02) 6399779
Pod harness blue & silver next to new $600 also
Pads & aluminium frame to suit car roof rack ph
John Birks 049 772411
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) special gold LE white MS
incl batten profile own ers manual only 4 hrs airtime
ex cond $1800 ono ph John Afflick 025708017 H,
2286746 B
Foil 160B Race (int) white TS green white US gd
cond no flutters $600 ono ph Bob 065 835069 AH ,
810001 W
Cocoon harness blue suit 5 ' 8'~' pilot gd cond $60
ph Steve 066 626308
Mars 170 (nov) blue LE rainbow US gd cond $600
ph Mark 046 258532
VHF Icom Radio Model A20 Mk \I never been used
$700 ana also
GTR World Beater (int) $500 ph Shirley 066 858147

SKYSAILOR

AH, 857147 BH
Afro Cirrus 8000 airspeed two altitudes total energy
stop watch ex unit $600 also
Afro Micro Panel3top ofthe line with FAI barograph
too many functions to list 8 mths old $1200 also
Afro Pocket Combl great 1st instrument or back-up
unit vario with digital altimeter $350 ph Garl Braden
02 9545168 for more info

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Airwave Magic Kiss 154 (exp) all white '88 Worlds
team glider with Swan Ught logo on US B gd opportunity to buy a quality lightweight proven performer
at a realistic price $1700 ph Martin 083462184
Landing Troubles? Can 't get it down?! Then try the
amazing Jerble landing technique. Learn from ~
expert, perfected over the years with a shed -full -ofdowntubes experience and get it on the deck in style.
Aero 170 (int) 35 hrs TT day -glo green LE
orange/blue US ex cond complete with speedbar,
owners manual batten profile & hang straps I'll even
throw in a cocoon harness if you want it $1600 also
Parachute with long bridle 24' diam ex cond $200
also
Instrument pod with vario & altimeter (Thompson)
$150 call Pete 08 3644392 Reason for sale? HECS
fees
Parachutes Australia Pulled Down Apex chute current model well card for $100 below new price $450
also
Harness Blackhawk NZ made rear entry v comfort
gd cond suit 5'8'/65 kg person bargain $300 also
Borgelt instrument system digital readout on altimeter air speed variometer averager & total energy/speed to fly re-chargeable batteries via motor
vehicle cigarette lighter $500 ph Dermot 083845742
Sjostrom vario/alt ex instruments v gd cond recently serviced by Phil Sjostrom $450 also
Moyes pod front-entry harness ex as new cond
$650 new only 40 hrs airtime selling for $500 ph Max
Browne 08 2695480 H, 3484433 W

XS 155 (exp int) king post hang dk blue scrim LE
fluoro orange & lime US white warp cloth MS $1800
ono ph George 08 3403217
Aero 170 (in1) red LE blue US gd cond $1600 also
Moyes pod Ige gd cond $300 08 2514066
Paragllder Advance Sigma 27 weight range 75-90
kg gd performing int wing with low hrs make me an
offer I can't refuse ph 08 3772535
Paragllder Edel Racer 25 Ex wing in ex cond $3200
or $3600 with Alrcotec Alibi vario or $4400 inci Air
Bulle harness & reserve no offers & no novices ph
08 3526562 H , 018 060702
Advance Sigma 24 paragllder (int) 60-80 kg gd
solid wing $2000 come to Adelaide & test fly on some
of Australia's best coastal sites any time all year
round or test fly at the Victorian Open ph Ramon 08
2931306 H or 083725168 W

QUEENSLAND
Para glider Black Magic 24 II 40 hrs suit 55-75 kg
pilot v gd cond with Airwave II harness & helmet must
sell $1200 ph Jean-Luc 075 729912
XS 142 (exp int) less than 100 hrs in immac cond
nice colours can be seen or test flown on Gold Coast
$2000 ph 076 951717
Sting 154 (in!) mauve LE white & mauve US 8 hrs
flying time 3 mths old ex cond $2800 also
Moyes pod red/white $300 also
Parachutes Australia chute $300 ph Wayne 079
469100 ext 703 BH, ext 768 K6 AH or Dave 079
461157
XS 155 (eX-Trevor Purcell glider) the nicest glider
I've ever flown (I'm now flying ultralights) $1000 also
GTR World Beater 162 $500 ph Barry 07 2040569
H , 8832293W
The wet season Is coming must clear Demo stock
Desire 151 (exp in!) full comp model has everything
10-15 hrs of careful use just $4100 to your door
XR 149 (int) 2 yrs old new glider ag v nice to fly suit
novice pilot wishing to update just$1600 also

The new hot-off-the-press Xtrallte 147 (exp in!) 3
hrs airtime wonderful to fly v light handling demo
price $4100 to your door will trade nov gliders on
these wings ph 070 563333
Moyes XT 1155 (int) blue LE pink yellow & white US
comes with batten profile factory manual &
waterproof cover ex cond as new $2650 also
Flytec 3005 vario brand new $675 also
Pod type harness black with coloured stripes suit
5'6'~' & helmet both near new $400 also
Icom headset suit any helmet new $100 ph Greg 07
2021043
Combat II 152 (int) pink LE white/red US 100 hrs
unmarked in perf cond $3000 ph Col 079 726730 &
leave mess
UHF radio Icom with charger $450 ono also
Cocoon harness Parachutes Australia with
carabiner & helmet suit 6' $100 also
Danny Scott Racer harness suit 5'6'-5'10' $380
also
Combat 152 (in!) gd cond sleeves avail never fitted
$1500 ph 079 793414
Sting 154 (in!) gd cond $2250 also
2 X Icom 40 VHF receivers only $550 ph Dave 079
461157
Blitz 155 (exp in!) kevlar mylar LE & fluoro green US
kevlar TE $2800 ph 07 3986782 or 108 153895
Foll1l5OB (in!) gd cond red/white/black new uprights
batten profiles etc best offer around $600 ph Julian
071 611303 BH, 611784 AH
Para glider CX" 26 sq m 65-85 kg weight range as
new cond 35 hrs TT Silver with fluoro green red &
yellow flashes US $2500, also
Air Support Harness gd cond aluminium frame v
comfortable red with silver para container etc $450
ono suit 150-170 cm pilot ph Gerry 070 341451
Lindsay Ruddock 2 v gd cond comes in foam
storage well cared for $475 ph Andy 07 3491940
Subaru 4WD station wagon 1982 high/low ratio reg
June '94 mobile UHF radio hang glider racks recent

EQUIPMENT to go places ...

~
~

MOYES Gliders - New and Used
TRACER Harnesses
UVEX Helmets
ICOM Radios and Accessories
FLYTEC Varios/Altimeters
SJOSTROM Vario/Altimeters
CAMELBAK Drinking Systems
HIGH ENERGY SPORTS Parachutes
CHUTE Repacks
FLVI NG Suits ... all your flying needs

for equipment at a great price or to arrange a test fly please call

AERIAL TECHNICS (042) 942 545
PO Box 180 Helensburgh NSW 2508
Bankcard/Mastercard/Visa vvelcorne
Club Members ask about your Discount Price
November 1993
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service, avail from Nov $4300 ono ph Ian 075435505

6912117 BH

Foil Combat II 152 (int) white with fluoro green &
black tiger striped US 1 yr old ex cond $2700 also
Lindsay Ruddock II Instruments gd cond $450 ph
Scott Jones 018 755322, 075934318

Hangar Sale 2 x Quasar 2 weight shift ultralights one
brand new & one in ex low hr cond make an offer
also
Carol Fellow's Foll14OB (int) is still without a loving
owner She needs the bucks so offers are welcome
also
Icom IC40 G UHF handheld radios brand new ph
Glenn 060761333

Gyro II 180 (nov) rainbow MS apron harness &
helmet$1000 also
XS Easy (int) blue & red MS $1600 also
XS 155 II (exp intI mylar sail in as new cond white
LE blue & purple US $3200 also
Waterproof glider bag $70 ph 075 435716 AH or
075324874 AH

XT 1155 (int) lilac LE fluoro yellow & green US gd cond
$1900 ph 074 919498
Moyes GTR 170 Race (int) red LE yellow & white
US v gd cond never flown coastal suit int or budget
conscious XC flyer $1500 ono also
Pod harness suit 5'10'-6'4' with storage & chute
container $400 also
GT 170 (int) suitable for parts or restoration $350 ph
078926178
Moye. WB 1152 (int) near new cond grey LE fluoro
pink grey and fluoro green US used by occasional
pilot ex buy for the advancing weekend pilot price incl
Moye. pod med & helmet $1875 also _ - - Pulled apex re.erve chute $190 also
Sjostrom varlo/dlgltal altimeter mint
cond adjustable sink alarm averager
nice tone $550 ph 07 8866250 anytime
Foil 152C (int) blue/green US full
sleeves avail gd cond $1400 urgent sale
ph Justin 07 8702836

GTR 175 (int) white with yellow US v gd cond approx.
38 hrs airtime $700 ph Steve Jones 03 3682372 BH,
7496465AH
Paraplane BDM currently registered single seater
Rotax 277 motor Edel 32.5 sq m canopy TFT 5 hrs
cost $1 0500 going OS sell at $4200 also
Registered trike 95.10 with GTR 175 trike wing
Zenoah 50 HP motor 8 litres/hr at cruise windspeed
tacho TFT 30 hrs sell at $5000 also
33 ft canopy Ballistic parachute never used repacked 1 mth ago sell at $650 ph 035530224
XS Easy 155 (int) peppermint LE fluoro yellow & blue
US white tp faired king post & down tubes speed bar
$1950 also
Danny Scott harness med grey & fluoro yellow used
twice $450 also

ACPUL all 'A's ex value at $2600 also
Para glider Swing Axis 215 as new approx 20 hrs
airtime best nov/int glider avail pilot weight 60-80 kg
only selling as I have ' grown' during the winter break
bargain at $3000 ono ph Tom 03 2464443 B,
3362149 AH
Trike 95.32 Airborne Edge full log books 12 mths
old IVO prop full covers full instruments ready to go
only 65 hrs total time $15500 ono ph 03 5848325 AH
Ball 1552 varia as new with base bar rnounting bracket manuf. 5 March 1992 $700 ph Charlie 03 3902573
Mission 170 (nov) v gd cond & well cared for people
often comment on its cond fluoro pink LE fluoro pink
& fluoro yellow US white MS speedbar faired
kingpost$2oo0 ph Ron 03 5718376
Foil16OB tint) fluoro pink LE white TS yellow US fair
cond $1000 ono ph John 037724573

ACT
Second Chantz NTZ side mount system manuf.
5/92 bargain buy ph 026959132 W, 2959338 H
Aero 170 (nov) yellow blue white v gd cond only 1 hr
flying time incl batten profile owners manual $1600
ph Maria 06 2480670 AH
Mission 170 (nov) ideal for new buyer
only 50 hrs airtime + Sjostrom
varlometer + other accessories
$2500 ono ph Martin 06 2275664 AH

-~ I

Paraglider Challenger 25 (29 sq m,
85 -110 kg) with speed system 30 hrs in
ex cond 9 mths old. A great wing the
best performed beginner/int canopy in
Canberra. A bigger glider is on its way
so I must sell. Great value at $3000 ph
Neil on 06 2926310 or 018 633219

Foll115OB Racer (int) no flutter flies well
$750 also
Moyes pod $50 ph Rolf 07 3561546
Mission 170 (nov) ex cond $1300 also
Tandem GTR 210 ex cond $1100 ph
Bert 070354978
'

Moyes XT 145 (int) fluoro pink scrim LE
speed bar wheels fluoro yellow &
orange US HOT LOOKING ex cond
also
Moyes pod harness 165 ems gd cond
also
PA chute Skytech Flightdeck instruments in ex cond ph Craig 06 2382539
anytime URGENT SALE!

Metamorphosl PDA Chute as new
cond $600 ph Ron 07 2086604

XT 1155 (int) white scrim LE fluoro pink
& It blue US 5 mths old low hrs recent
colour photo available $2500 ph Mark
070313253

VICTORIA
MI.slon 170 (nov) as new 3 yrs old 35
hrs fluoro orange TS red/white/blue US
$1900 ph Steve 03 8733473

Aero 1155 Race (int) 6 mths old fluoro pink scrim LE
& TE gd cond $2500 ph John 03 7285203 AH
Hydraullctow gauge new $160 ph Ray 03 5239458
Gyro 11180 (nov) ex cond $1350 also
Moy•• pod ham ••• med in as new cond suit 5'4'5'8' $450 059 646055
Accommodation In Mt Beauty, Kiewa Valley Why
not say at our 2 bedroom fully self~ontained holiday
units. Rates from $45/night per unit. All flyers welcome. Pool, spa, 15 acres, carports , BBQs ph Annie
057572733
Paragllder Pro Design Challenger C 23 top performance & rock solid wing (Acfpuls Cert. 9A, 3B)
weight range 60~0 kg naked weight (75-95 kg total
flying weight) gd cond 80 honest hrs new lines fitted
at 30 hrs must sell quickly (but reluctanUy) due to
sponsorship deal with another brand A STEAL at
$2000 leave a message for Hamish with Onshore
Paragliders ph 018 351389 BH or 052 412100 AH
Mlsalon 170 (int) 3 yrs old low hrs blue LE fluoro pink
MS many spares ex cond $2000 also
Moyes Pod suit 5'8'-6'2' It blue ex cood $350 also
High Energy Sporta 20' parachute $400 ph Paul 03
8578551
Para glider Falhawk Neo 24 sq m (65-85 kg) 15 hrs
airtime sky blue with rainbow tips ideal 1st glider v
stable in ex cond comes with an Apeo 2 harness
$2300 ono call Dallas 03 8424094 AH, 8829166 BH
XS 155 (exp int) less than 3 yrs old all over flu oro
yellow you WILL be seen! warp LE in gd cond all
inland flying king post hang lever tips $1700 have
another & must sell ph Noel 03 8893466 AH,
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Magic 4 166 (Airwave) 1986 model
blue LE with mylar inserts red double
surf aerofoils speed bar trimmer/vb
wheels batten pattern & manual gd
cond $1850 ono also
Cocoon Backpack harness (Moyes) black with
rainbow strip suit up to 187 cm (6'1') v gd cond $410
ono also
Reserve parachute (Parachutes Australia) round
suits harness above never been used thankfully!
$400 ono also
Varlo (bought in USA no brand name) meter 500-0500and 3.5 digit altimeter display two ranges 2k/20k,
two up/down tone rates, sound on/off and reserve
battery switches, works well with long battery life, v
gd cond $450 ono also
Helmet med yellow gd cond $20 ono also
Pagen books & other assorted hang gliding
items all negotiable ph Michael 06 2992108 H,
2613174 B tans mach). fax 06 2613342

Geoff Dossetor launching tandem in a Dream 220 from
Coronet Peak ski field, New Zealand -p Nigel Gilligan
Parachute $300 also
Sjostrom varia & altimeter $400 ph Peter 03
8700342 AH
Moyes pod black suit 5'8'-6'2' $350 ex cond call
Joel 03 6902637
Swing Zenith 26 sq m pilot weight 75-100 kg with
harness & helmet $1300 piUS Falhawk 3 rise speed
system $150 ph Simon 03 4581632 AH , or 018
554872 BH
XS Easy (int) blue/yellow/White airfoil kingpost &
speedbar low hrs $1800 03 7836084
Para glider Pacific Blade 25 never flown 10 wks old
6.5 glide 60-80 kg 12 'A' NZ test $2700 also
Blade 2710 hrs airtime 6.5 glide 1.2 sink ratio 75-95
kg 12 'A' NZ test $2200 also
Pro-deslgn harness as new $250 ph Steve 060
271739
Foil Combat 152 Mk II (int) white with fluoro pink &
sky blue US 1 season old ex cond $2700 ono ph
Brian Read 057 279421
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) red LE yellow & white US
v gd cond $2000 also
Moyes Pod harness suit 6' red with white back $450
also
High Energy Sparta Reserve Parachute never
used $400 also
Ball 1551 varia ex cond $450 ph Andrew 03 8187070
AH
Mission 170 (nov) blue LE white MS orange &yellow
US gd cond fully faired only $1800 ph Paul 03
3806691
Paragllder Edel Apollo 24 (25 sq m, 60-75 kg)
nov/lnt with speed system 10 hrs airtime still crisp

WA
Brand new Falhawk Atolls reduced by up to $1000
ea. Greatcombination of speed (47 kph with Kazmer)
& stability (AcpuI12A) ; size 120 (29.5 sq m) weight
range 85-120 kg $3450; size 100 (25 sq m) weight
range 65-92 kg $2950 also
Falhawk Apex MR Ige with Kazmer speed system v
gd cond $2000 also
Falhawk Apex med v gd cond $950 also
Paraglider power pack JPX twin 18 hp spare prop
hardly used ( 30 hrs) $2750 . Perth paragliding in structor Jiri Hvlarti can verify condition & perform of
this equipment ph John Salmon 09 3833137 , fax 09
3162446
Blitz 137 (adv intI fluoro pink & orange US flu oro
yellow LE & It grey TS gd cond only 80 hrs old comes
with heavy duty transport tube ph Phil 09 3703190 to
make any reasonable offer recent video footage
available for easter states buyers •
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Edel
193-94 Range
Orion

.New- III

(22/24/27)
Novice-Intermediate

Space
( 22/24/27/30/40 Tandem)
Intermediate

Super Space .New- III
(24/27)
Intermediate-Advanced

Rainbow

.New- III

(24/26/28)
High performance-Competition

>- 1st. U.S.A. Championship '93
>- 1st. Kyushu World Cup '93
>- 1st. Chamonix World Cup '93
>- 1st. Avoriaz World Cup '93
>- 1st. Swiss Championship '93
>- 1st. French Championship '93
>- Women World Champion,
Camilla Perner (Aut)
Verbier '93 (6th overall)
All gliders DHV and/or
Acpul certified.

Secura Max
Steerable reserve
parachute system

>>>/

30m 2 - up to 75 Kg
38m 2 - up to 100 Kg
52m 2 - 120 to 180 Kg

Acpul Certified

ONLY THE BEST for you
For more information or
your nearest dealer:

Edel Australia
27 Oberon Avenue,
Hawthorn East 3123
Tel/Fax: 03 - 882 4130
Mobile: 018 - 103 084

The XTRALITE offers a host of successful
improvements from performance and handling
to speed and weight.
These improvements have been achieved by
using the expertise of two of the top pilots in
the sport, Steve Moyes and Tomas Suchanek,
in preparation for the World Championships
held in the Owens Valley.
Their objectives were to design a high
performance glider capable of exceptional
acceleration and speed; with good handling
to out-climb and superior glide - without
sacrificing pitch stability and strength.
PERFORMANCE: The revolutionary new
airfoil section has improved the overall
performance including the glide and sink
rate.
diANDLING: The new construction of the
leading edge allows more flex where needed
to obtain optimum handling and the new
sail cut reduces the undersurface tension to
achieve lighter roll response.
WEIGHT: The weight of the glider has

been reduced by decreasing the sail area
and by the use of Australian tubing made
from our own dies and specifications.
10p SPEED: The notably higher top
speed is achieved as a result of all of the
above, giving you an unbeatable
combination, which is in keeping with the
Moyes tradition of using quality products for
strength without loss in performance.
1he XTRALITE's winning design and results
in the World Championships & LID
Competition has earned both Steve and
Tomas a place in hang-gliding history!

PHOTO BY BEN HARRIS

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS PTY LTD
173 Bronte Rd, Waverley
N.S.W. 2024 Australia
Tel: (02) 387 5622
Fax: (02) 3874472

-The World's Best Hang Gliders Since

1976~

